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ABSTRACT 
The inventory management system is a client sen er . ystcm with the objective to 
computerize and enhance the inventory manngcment system for Faculty Computer 
Science and Information Technology (FCSIT). The server side contains all related basic 
inventory management rules, documents, and database. Meanwhile the client consists two 
sections, which arc User and Administrator. The User section allows user to browse 
through the faculty information and search available items. The Administrator section is 
for the system administrator to perfonn all administrative tasks namely maintaining the 
inventory database. 
The inventory management system for faculty was developed using Microsotl Visual 
Basic 6.0 to create the application programs, Microsoft Access 97 as the protot. pe 
testing, Microsofi SQL Server 7.0 ac; the database server and Windows NT Server 4.0 ns 
the network operating system. 
The inventory management system for the faculty is developed with the purpose to 
enhance the inventory management system for the faculty. Most of the current in entory 
management applicutions arc developed to suit the requirement of manufacturer and not 
for the university. Therefore, the proposed system 1s to customize an inventory 
management application to suit the inventory control needs of the faculty 
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CHARTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Background 
As we walk into the l'uculty of Computer Science and lnfonnation Technolo&ry (FCSIT), 
we wi ll notice a reasonable amount of items ranging from furniture to advance computer 
equipments. In order to keep track of all these item in an organized manner there must be 
an inventory management control that can use to monitor these times either manually or 
electronically. 
Inventory management has come a long way from the day when the stockroom expeditor 
knew which parts were obsolete or had been replaced by some other part, when n full 
accounting of the inventory was taken only once a year, and when inventory k vcls were 
maintained at the discretion of the users. Today the well-organized inventory mnnnger 
brings together the requi rements of people in university to provide nn inventory 
management system that serves individual needs and effectively contributes to them. 
Inventory as defined by the Oxford Advanced Learners dictionary means a detailed list of 
goods, furniture and jobs. An inventory system is a system that keeps track the list of 
registered goods or furniture. As a model for a computer inventory system, the Faculty' s 
inventory system is chosen. The purpose of the inventory system is to keep track and 
record all the equipments that is owned by the faculty. The system docs not include 
equipments from others faculty. 
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1 .2 Project Aims, Objective and Si~nificance 
1.2.1 Aims 
This project is aimed to provide n computerized in entory management in the faculty. 
Beside that it also provides a user-friendly system that meet user requirement, reduce 
time spent on applying for inventory, and increase work perfonnance and efficiency in 
faculty. 
It is also important to provide adequate safeguards to protect the system from 
unauthorized users. The access levels of the administrator, the approver, staffs and 
lecturers are different. This is to protect unauthorized users from editing the contents of 
the database and system. 
1.2.2 Objectives 
The main objectives of the system are: 
i) To Enhance current inventory management application. 
ii) To Ensure sufficiency of inventory. 
iii) To increase quality and accuracy in data keeping. 
iv) To develop interactive interface for Inventory database. 
v) To provide timely and meaningful reports to aid management decisions. 
vi) To optimize cost of ordering supplies and stock holding costs. 
vi i) To improve management control on purchases, receipts and requisitions by 
providing up-to-date infonnution 
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v) The current system is not flexible due to the fo " t thnt the current npplication can 
only searches for items using item code nnd item tag (users have to refer back to 
the code and tag in a book) 
vi) The current system docs not provide much information/reports about the 
inventory because the current system will only generate a summary of items in the 
inventory 
vi i) The current system is not user friendly 
1.4 Project Scope 
The implementation of a complete lnventory Management System {IMS) will require a 
significant amount of man-hours, so we have to define the project scope so that we can 
complete the system in a limitation of time. For this project, our scope is only limited to 
building the system for the FCSIT. It only covers some of the basic module thnt f ulfttls 
the need of the faculty. This system will include the academic stnlT and also the non-
academic staff in f.'CSIT. 
1.4.1 Functional 
The fo llowing are some of the functionality of Inventory Management System: 
i) The administrator can query the information and generate reports easily. 
ii) Super administrator can add, change or delete the data in the inventory. 
iii) It can be divided into web-based system or stand-alone system 
iv) The system is oblc to support for the growth and future enhancement. 
v) The system is stable, reliable nnd user-friendly. 
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vi) The complexity of the system is kept ns lo\\ ns pu. sih\e "hi le the quality is 
always assured. 
1.4.2 Modules 
The project is a client server database system. It will provide complete information of 
applicants, transaction involved, quantity, type of inventory and status of particular 
inventory. 
The project can be divided into 6 modules as below: 
i) Module 1, .Inventory information module 
The system is designed to allow creating, editing and deleting inventory 
information. The inventory information can be searched according to inventory 
number, inventory category, inventory location and inventory's preferred vendor. 
ii) Module 2, Vendor's information module 
This module is designed to allow creating, editing and deleting vendor 
information. The vendor information can be searched according to vendor number 
and vendor name. 
iii) Module 3, Inventory Part information module 
The system is designed to allow creating, editing and deleting inventory parts 
infonnation. 
iv) Module 4, Inventory Directory information module 
The system is designed to allow creating, editing and deleting inventory pans 
information. It includes item code, item name and group. 
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v) Module 5, Inventory Department infonnntion moduk 
The system is designed to allow crenting. editing nnd deleting inventory parts 
infonnation. It contain department code, facult. nnd department name 
vi) Module 6, Personal infom1ation module 
The system is designed to allow authorized users to access Inventory 
Management System (IMS) by using a user ID and password. Only valid users are 
allowed to access into the IMS, while unauthorized users will not be entertained. 
l. 5 Project Schedules 
The timeline of the project will be show on Figure 1.2. In overall, the project will be start 
at 5"' June 2000 until 1 O"' February 2001 . 
No Task Name Start End 2000 
Date Date Jun Jul Aua Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
Concept of 05106/00 09/06/00 
,_ 
-1. I Definition 
2. Requltement 10/06/00 01/08100 -
- 1 
SpeclfiC8tion & 
·-
Analysls 
3. System 02/08/00 21/08/00 I~ 
Design 
4. Incremental 22108/00 22112/01 t~ ~':7'.·; .:_~~ ~1-;r~· A r Qfw ·--..-Prototypr.g - ·. ' 
5. Integration & 23112101 10/02/01 l] Testing (!-··~ ~ 
-
rigurc I. I Project Timclinc 
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1 .6 Project Expectation 
Basically, for any project, certain expectations of the outcome are projected before the 
work started. A few factors have to be considered in making these expectations. One of 
the important factors is the amount of time available to complete the project and also the 
technologies and resources available. The following are some of the expectations of the 
project: 
i) System can perform some basic function and meet some criteria such as stable, 
consistency, user friendly and also reliability. 
ii) The systems wi ll be able to fulfill the requirement of faculty and can perfonn the 
required functions efficiently and effectively 
iii) The proposed system is quite a complete solution. However, it needs to be 
enhanced so that more functionality can be added. 
iv) The final implementation should allow for future enhancement as well as 
additional module to add functionality to the Inventory Management System that 
suit to the need of FCSIT. 
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Before a project is being developed, it needs R lot of studie. and analysis. We have 
chosen Faculty of Computer Science and lnfornmtion Technology (FCSlT), University of 
Malaya, as the test bed for the project. It is because many process in our faculty office are 
not automated and the staffs face a lot of problem everyday. After gathering some 
feedback, complaint, suggestion and infonnation, it is decided to develop a system that 
could overcome the shortcomings and maximize the functionality of the administrative 
processing in the faculty inventory control. 
2.J Current Inventory Management System in FCSIT 
The current Inventory system in FCSIT is using dBASE lV to manipulation the data in 
the system. The dBASE IV program just can operates in MS DOS environment. lt cannot 
operate in the windows environment. 
What is dBASE IV? 
The dBASE IV program as sophisticated records management and application 
development software. The dBASE IV have all of the features of dBASE 111 Plus, the 
version TV added a number of new commands and functions. With dBASE IV Ashton-
' 
Tate added a new Control Centre for report, label , query, and applications design. 
DBASE IV lets users create their own functions, called user-defined functions which 
• 
may be added to the standurd St!t of functions supplied with the dBASE IV program.fl] 
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Below is the process flow of the current inventory manugc.:mc.:nt system in FCSlT. 
Requisition 
Ordering 
Receiving 
Payment 
Administrator 
Data Entry 
Inventory 
Management 
System 
Figure 2. l Current Inventory Management Systems 
When the faculty requires certain items, the administrator (person-in-charge) will request 
PO fonn from the office for ordering purpose. After that, the administrator will order the 
items from the supplier. When the administrator receives the items. The ndministmtor 
must go to the system to record received items. Since the current system is a stand-alone 
computer, which does not have any network connection, the administrator has to go to the 
specific computer to key in the data. The total cost of the items will be paid by the 
treasurer (Pejabat Bendahari of University Malaya). 
Interview 
Interview activities huvc been curried out in order to understand the loopholes and 
weakness of the current system. A few interviews had been cnrried out with the office 
workers. First of nll, l interview Encik Bahar to get the detail about the whole process of 
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the inventory management. From the interview, hn,·c found out how the inventory 
record is stored inside the database and how the system functioning. We discovered that 
Encik Bahar faced a lot of problem in handling the current Inventory Management 
System. He gave me some opinion and suggestion to improve the current system to 
minimize the burden faced by the administrator. He also had provided us some 
information about the workflow of inventory management process. 
Besides, 1 interview Ms Leong Yin May, who is developed the current inventory system 
in FCSTT. She was provided us a lot of information about the current system. I also 
interview Mr Lee Tung Chai, who is work in Bahagian Perkhidmatan Komputer (BPK) at 
University Malaya. He had development inventory system in window environment. Mr 
Lee Tung Chai had provided us with a lot of essential information that can be used to 
design our new inventory management system. 
I also interview Puan Minah, who is administrator inventory management system work in 
Jabatan Harta Benda at University Malaya. She was provide me a tot of useful 
infonnation like record structure of inventory item, item codes for system inventory and a 
list code of the faculty. She also explanted the menu options on the inventory system in 
Jabatan Harta Benda. 
Encik Silen gave us 3 lot of suggestion and idea to improve the functionality of the 
current system. Beside that, my supervisor Encik Mustaffa Kamal and my moderator 
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Puan Salimah Mokhtar had provided me with some vnlu ahk nd\ ice and updated 
information that is very useful in designing thc system. 
Through the interviews, 1 conclude that the current lnventOl)1 Management System is not 
good enough to support the current situation. The user can only searching at the local PC 
for inventory information because it is stand-alone system. That mean the user must go to 
the system to searching the inventory infonnation. The current inventory system is not 
flexible by the user to use. The administrator (person-in-chaige) to store all the record 
and to print out the inventory report at the local database and the administrator faced a lot 
of problem in the current situation. 
2.2 Finding 
Reviews have been done on three main areas. They are 
• Inventory management system 
• Related programming concept 
• Development tools 
2.2.l loventory Management System 
2.2. 1.1 Definition of Inventory 
Inventory is defined as a stock of goods. More generally, inventory could be regarded as 
a resource that has economics value. An inventory is made up of one or more items 
where each item is n unique supply item, raw material, purchase or manufactured part, 
assembly, or finul product l21. 
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2.2. 1.2 Types of Inventory Management System 
It is difficult to classify the various inventory mnm1gcment systems in an orderly fashion. 
Common types of inventory control systems are the ~rpetual, two-bin, periodic, optional 
replenishment, and material requirements planning systems. The perpetual, two-bin~ 
periodic, and optional replenishment systems usually apply to end items, while the 
material requirements planning system applies to materials and component used to 
produce an end item [3]. 
a. Perpetual Inventory System 
A perpetual inventory system keeps records of the amount in storage, and it replenishes 
when the stock drops to a certain level. This system is based on the concepts of economic 
order quantity and reorder point. Under this system the reorder point and order quantity 
are fixed, the review period and demand rate are variable, and the lead-time can be fi xed 
or variable. 
With the perpetual system, each time a unit is issued from stock the withdrawal is logged 
and the stock position is compared with the reorder point. If the stock position is at or 
lowers than the reorder point, an order is prepared for a fixed number of units. If the 
stock position is higher than the reorder point, no action is taken. Thus, with the perpetual 
system there is constant or perpetual accountability on all items. 
The advantages of a perpetual system ore ns follows: 
• An emcicnt , meaningful order size 
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• Safety stock needed only for the lead time period 
• Relative insensitivity to forecast and parameter chnnges 
• Less attention for slow·moving items 
A perpetual system can have the following weaknesses: 
• If manager do not take the time to study inventory levels of individual items, order 
quantities tend to be established by clerks. 
• Reorder points, order quantities and safety stock may not be restudied or changed for 
years. 
• Delays in posting transactions can render the system useless for control. 
• Numerous independent orders can result in high transportation and freight costs 
• Large combined orders, which can frequently result in supplier discounts based on 
dollar value, must be foregone. 
b. Two·Bin Inventory System 
The distinguishing features of the two·bin system are the absence of a perpetual 
inventory record. The two.bin system is a fixed order size system, and it has several 
advantages. The most important advantage is the reduction in paperwork. Records arc not 
maintained for each transaction. The reorder point is determined by visual observation. 
When the stock in one bin is depleted, an order is initiated, and demands are then filled 
from the second bin. 
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The system can even be used with only one bin. /\n ordt.•r ~nn he triggt!red when the 
inventory level reaches a physical marks such ns a paintt.~ line or n given volume level. 
The reorder point quantity can also be placed in a bag or container, so that when the stock 
is drawn down to the scaled quantity an order is placed. 
The two-bin system is best suited for items of low value, fairly consistent usage and short 
lead-time, such as office supplies, nuts, bolts and so forth. 
c. Periodic Inventory System 
In a periodic inventory system the number of items in the storage is reviewed at a fixed 
time interval. A count must be taken of the goods on hand at the start of each period. In 
the perpetual system an actual count is not required since the inventory records contain 
receipts, issues, and balances on hand. With the periodic system the quantity to be 
ordered is not fi xed, and the decision maker changes the quantity ordered to rencct 
changes in the demand rate. Under this system, the review period is fixed ; the order 
quantity, the demand rate, and the reorder point are variable; and the lead-time can be 
fixed of variable. f'igurc 2 describes the behavior of the periodic inventory system for a 
single item. A maximum inventory level E is established for each item. The order 
quantity is the maximum inventory level minus the inventory position on the review date. 
In the perpetual system, replenishment order is initiated as soon as the inventory level 
drops to the reorder point. ln the periodic system, the inventory position is checked only 
at specified time intervuls. The pcrpctuul system treats them discretely and dependently. 
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Frequently it is worthwhile to treat items in n dependent mnnner md order them in joint 
groups. The advantages of joint orders arc ns fotlm . : 
• A reduction in ordering cost may be possible because items are processed under a 
single order 
• Suppliers may off er discounts for purchases exceeding a given dollar volume. The 
lumping of several items into a single order can be making the discount attainable. 
• Shipping costs may be significantly decreased if an order is of a convenient size, such 
as a boxcar. The simultaneous ordering of several items can result in convenient 
sizes. 
d. Optional Replenishment Inventory System 
The optional replenishment inventory system, which is also referred to as n tnin-max 
system, is a hybrid of the perpetual and periodic systems. Stock levels arc reviewed nt 
regular intervals, but orders are not placed unti l the inventory posi tion had fallen to n 
prede1ermined reorder point. The maximum inventory level is at established for each 
item. If the inventory position is above the reorder point on the review date, no order is 
placed. If the inventory positions is at or lower the reorder point on the review date, an 
order is placed. The order quantity is the maximum inventory levels minus the in cntory 
level at the review period. 
e. Material Requirements Planning inventory System 
The materinl requirement planning (MRP) inventory system is used extensively with 
planned production. For items thut urc materials or components used by end items, stock 
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levels are derived from the requirements dictated by the end item. The material 
requirement planning system is a derived order quantity . ystem. 
This system functions by working backward from the scheduled completion dates of end 
products of major assemblies to detennine the dates and quantities of the various 
component parts and materials that are to be ordered. The system works well when a 
specific demand for an end product is known in advance the demand for an item is tied in 
a predictable fashion to the demand for other items. 
2.2.1.3 Aggregate Inventory Measurement 
Aggregate inventory measurement relates to the overall level of inventory and the 
techniques for its measurement [3]. Four common ways to measure nggregate inventory 
are as follows: 
• Aggregate inventory value 
• Ratio of aggregate inventory value to annual sales 
• Days of supply 
• Inventory tumovcr 
An organization may use one or more of the above for aggregate inventory measurement. 
Aggregate inventory value is simply the total value of inventory at cost. Many 
organizations set dollar limits or budgets on the amount that can be invested in each 
general class of materials. They are usually applied to broad classes and not to individual 
items. The dollar limits indicate the upper investment limit which aggregate inventory 
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value should not exceed. Aggregate inventory value is very simpk nnd easy to use. but it 
neglects the dynamic nature of inventory value and its other financial interactions. 
The inventory to sale ratio is the aggregate inventory at cost divided by annual sales. This 
ratio recognizes the dynamic relation between inventory and sales. but it can vary 
substantially due to cost and selling price changes. If profit margins change. the ratio can 
become distorted for comparison purposes. 
The days of supply is the total value of inventory at cost divided by the sales per day at 
cost. The time supply of inventory is dynamic in nature. but it can become confounded if 
the cost of sales is not maintained and controlled. 
Inventory turnover refers to the cycle of using and replacing materials. It is the rntio of 
the average inventory at cost to the annual sales at cost. It indicates the number of 
"turnovers" of the investment in inventory for a given time period (usually a year). If an 
organization sells $600,000 worth of products a year and has an average.: inventory valued 
at $300,000, it has two turnovers per year. If the organization could generate the same 
sales with an average inventory worth$ I 50.000, it would have four turnovers per yc.:ar. 
Aggregate inventory measurement techniques usually reduce inventory items to a 
common financial denominator of dollars. The techniques measure result in absolute 
terms or ratios. The desirable runge of pcrfom1ance is established historically by industry 
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data, or by management judgment. White measurement in fim1m:inl tt:nns is desirable, 
inventory should also be viewed through other dimensions. 
2.2.1.4 Review of Current Inventory Management Application 
In order to understand how the inventory management application in the real world 
function, several current inventory management application have been studied. 
They are many applications have been studied, but only three applications that are more 
suitable were discussed. They are: 
• Big Business 
• FF Inventory PRO 98 
• Win sell Express 
Study of these applications focused on what functionality that arc provided and the 
design of graphic user interface. Below arc the functions that arc provided for each 
application: 
2.2. 1.4.1 Big Business [4] 
).. View customer and vendor infonnation, including address and financial data 
> Customer Card, Quote, Sates Order, Invoice, and Receive Money 
"" Create customer orders 
;,.. Record sales 
).. Generate invoices without line item details 
).. Assess finance chnrgcs ngainst customers with past due invoices 
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::;.. Enter payments that you receive and apply them to im oicc~ 
,. Create purchase orders 
).. Record purchases from vendors 
).. Enter and apply payments 
-,_ View and change your bill payment schedule 
,_ View pricing, purchasing, and other item information 
).. Add or remove items from inventory 
Literat11re Review 
;.... View and change information for existing categories, create new categories, and 
review and change budgets 
2.2.1.4.2 FF Inventory PRO 98 [5] 
).. Vendors, purchase orders, receivers, invoices, payments, vendors und products. 
Limited only by hard-disk space! 
} Includes the award-winning Billing Manager PRO for invoicing. 
).- Supports user-defined code/ sort fields. 
>- Provides automatic and 9 batch price-changing levels. 
>.- Automatically calculate sale prices from list or cost. 
).. Displays real-time stock levels when entering PO's or invoices. 
,. Supports automatic or manual product receivers. 
>-- Features stock reorder and overstock level watches. 
};. Provides for non-stock and non-depleting stock codes. 
;.... Separate product descriptions for PO's and invoices. 
>.- Create line itc1n and service (memo) PO's and invoices. 
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,_ POWER reporting with speed-sort, export nnd sub-totnl l)ptim1s 
J.. Provides for partial payments and deposits on nccount. 
Uterttture Review 
, Prints user-defined, multi-page PO's and invoices using any text, fonts and 
colors! 
, Print packing slips, file and remittance copies. 
,. Bills late charges using flat fee or interest percentages. 
,_ Batch print PO's, invoices and customer statements. 
~ reatures password protection and audit trails. 
>-- Partial searches on vendors, customers, products, invoices, etc. 
~ Track point-of-sale and cash-based transactions. 
:;... Create and print customized form letters including customer data. 
' Backup data files to any device supported by Windows. 
2.2.1.4.3 Win Sell Express [6] 
>-- Editable "Added Items" grid. Can edit quantity, tax and unit price right in the 
grid. Just highlight the field and type the new value. 
).. Abi lity to delete line items. 
' Lint item comments can be added to each line item on the invoice grid for 
reference. 
).. Full customer order capabilities. 
).. Edit and re-post orders. 
,_ Easi ly tum orders into invoices. 
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> Re-price function allows you to recnlculatc pric~s bns1..-d \)1\ current margin and 
new costs or recalculate margins based on current price and new costs. 
:,.. Gives purchase history for each item on the' endor receipt. 
,. Allows ad hoc price changes. 
~ Ability to define multiple currencies with exchange rates. 
,. Shows "Amount Due" in foreign currency. 
~ Give change in local currency. 
,. Invoice void function. Allows posted invoices to be voided. Protected by security 
levels. 
,. Purge history feature. Allows historical data to be archived and the database to be 
purged of old transactions. 
2.2.2 Related Development Concepts 
Related development concepts include 
• Infonnation System Planning concepts 
• System architecture concepts 
• Database implementation concepts 
2.2.2. l Information System Planning Concepts 
In this section a new methodology for information system planning introduced by 
reference [7] will be review. 
The methodology is composed of the following stages l7J: 
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• Definition of the organizational processes and objcctivcs 
• Definition of the computer-related goals set for each organizntionnl objective 
• Definition of the alternative infonnntion system processes required for each of the 
computer-related goals 
• Identification of alternative information system processes and selection of preferred 
system 
• Preparation of a request for proposal 
• Selection of the preferred alternative 
2.2.2.2 System Architectures Concepts 
a. Client/ Server Databases 
Client server database splits the database processing between two systems: the client PC 
that runs the database application and the database server which runs all or purt of the 
actual DBMS [8]. 
For example, a database server provides data in response to an SQL request issued by the 
client application. Local processing by the client might calculate the invoice amount and 
format the response to the workstation screen [9]. 
i) Advantages of Client/ Server Databases 
The primary advantages of a client/ server system arise from splitting the processing 
between the client system and the database server. Sine the bulk of the database 
processing is done on the buck-end, the speed of the DBMS is not tied to the speed of the 
workstation. As n result, the workstntion need only be run the front-end software, 
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effectively extending the li fe mnny older of smnlkr PCs which do not have the 
horsepower needed to run on complex DBMS [8J. 
Another benefit of separating the client from the ~ erver is workstation independence; 
users arc not limited to one type of system or platform. Besides that, client/ server is the 
preservation of data integrity. 
This division of work also reduces the load on the network connecting the workstations. 
Instead of sending the entire database file back and forth on the wire, the network traffic 
is reduced to queries to and responses from the data.base server [8]. 
ii ) Disadvantages of Client/Server Databases 
The major disadvantage of client/ Server is the increased cost of administrative and 
support personnel who maintain the database server [8]. 
There is also an increase in hardware costs. The database server should run on its own 
dedicated machine to ensure performance and data integrity. This usually means 
purchasing a high-powered system with a large amount of RAM and hard disk space [8]. 
There is also the issue of complexity. With so many parts comprising the entire client/ 
server system, it is harder to track down problem when the system crashes. 
b. Parallel Architectures for Databases [I OJ 
To achieve a reduction of the communication and data conversion costs, the DBMS must 
be split into a client DBMS, running with the application on the same workstation, and a 
server DBMS, running on the server machine. A data caching mechanism may thus be 
used to reduce client-server communication und allow a local navigation in the client 
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machine [10]. This method is known as parallel architectures for dntnbasc. On a cache 
miss, the cl ient sends a page or an object demand to the sen er. The server is thus reduced 
to a page server, consuming few CPU resources. 
With this architecture, a multiple cache coherency protocol is needed, either to make sure 
that an update in a page is automatically propagated to all clients who cache it or to 
invalidate pages that are no longer up-to-date. 
i) Advantages of Parallel Architectures for Databases 
• Reduced communication thanks to client cache 
• Use of the local client's processors (less costly than server's processors) to 
achieve inter.query parallelism 
• Offioad the server of some DBMS work. 
• Simple server 
ii) Disadvantages of Parallel Architectures for Databases 
• Swapping if the clienCs memory is not large enough 
• Cost of the multiple copy coherency protocol 
• High communication volume if there is little data locality 
• Complex to optimize 
2.2.2.3 Database Implementation Concepts 
Database implementation concepts include 
• Relational dntubusc 
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• Database Management System 
• Relational Database Management System 
• Structured Query Language 
• Stored Procedure 
a. Relational Database 
The basic data components of a relational database model are entities and their 
attributes. These basic data components fit into a logical construct, known as a table. 
Thus, a relational database is composed of tables. The process of organizing data into 
tables in a consistent and complete format is referred to as normalizing the database 
[ 11]. Each independent table can be related to each other by creating relationships 
among them. A primary key of a table is a field of this table selected to uniquely 
identify all other attribute values in any given row, and cannot contain null entries. A 
foreign key is an attribute, or a combination of attributes in one table, whose values 
must either match the primary key in another table or be null. 
b. Database Management System 
A database management system (DBMS) is an environment specially created for the 
purpose of working with databases. It refers to an electronic system, or a computer 
program designed to work with databases [1 l]. Examples of DBMS include 
Microsoft Access and FoxPro. 
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c. Relational Database Management System 
In a relational database management syst~m (RDBM ), such as SQL Server, a 
database is not necessarily tied to a file. It is more of a logical concept that is based 
on a collection of related objects [ 12]. 
c. Structured Query Language 
Structured Query Language (SOL) is designed specially for database queries. This 
language has three main parts, namely Data Definition Language, Data Manipulation 
language, and Model Language [l3]. Data Definition Language (DML) is used to 
manipulate data stored in the database, such as inserting new records, deleting 
records, and retrieving records. SQL can be used within source codes from 
programming languages, such as COBOL. This is catted embedded SQL. Therefore, 
it is a Model Language. 
d. Stored Procedure 
A stored procedure is a series of precompiled SQL statements and control-of-flow 
language statements. Stored procedures can enhance standard SQL by allowing you 
to use parameters, make decisions, declare variables, and return information [ 14]. 
2.2.3 Development Tools 
A review on development tools wns carried out in order to identi fy the most suitable tools 
to develop this system. 
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This review is divided into three parts. The first pnrt focusl.!s on the tools to develop the 
processing part and the interface part of the system. The second part focuses on the tools 
to develop the database of the system. The third part discusses the operating system for 
the development. 
2.2.3. 1 Program Development Tools 
The target of review included Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 and 
Delphi. 
a. Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. 
The first review is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. Its Standard module enables 
production of stand-alone applications. It combines RAD and object-oriented 
programming. 
The new tools are built on ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 2.0, Microsoft's standard 
high-level interface for data access. This has a simple object model, n common user 
interface for local and remote data access, support for hierarchical record sets (tables 
with data derived from multiple source tables, say) and accessible data binding [ 151. 
ADO components are created during development by dragging the required data 
elements, such as tables; views and fields, from the new Data Environment Designer 
into screen forms to create data bound objects. The Data Environment Designer is 
used to define your project's data sources, and the tables, views and stored procedures 
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that are available from each source. These can then be dragged into the appropriate 
positions on your fonns. 
Microson. Visual Basic 6.0 was also an interpreted language system, so users could 
test and debug application on the fly from within the development environment. 
1. Advantages of Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. 
• Component-based development aids and database access model 
• Server-side transaction support 
• Integration with Web clients. 
11. Disadvantages of Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. 
• Performance remains second-rate compared with C-f r and other fully 
compiled languages. 
b. Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 
Visual C++ is Microsoft's version of the C++ programming language. Based on the C 
programming language, C++ is an improved version of C that takes the C language to 
the next level of evolution of programming languages, those that provide object 
oriented programming. 
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The Enterprise Edition of Microsoft Visual C-t -t 6.0 provide~ many tools and 
components for building and validating enterprise-le\ d distributed Component 
Object Model (COM) applications. Visual C++ also provide ADO and OLE DB [16]. 
1. Advantages of Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 
• Good perf onnance 
• 
11. Disadvantages of Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 
• Not really a RAD tool, so it is difficult to be used for window 
programming compare to Visual Basic and Delphi. 
c. Delphi 
Delphi is Borland's best-selling rapid application development (RAD) product for 
writhing Windows applications. With Delphi, Windows programs can be written 
more quickly and more easily than was ever possible before. User can create Win32 
console applications of Win32 graphical user interface (GUI) programs. When 
creating Win32 GUI applications with Delphi, user have all the power of a true 
compiled prOE,'Tamming language (Object Pascal) wrapped up in a RAD environment. 
What this means is that user can create the user interface to a program (the user 
interface means the menus, dialog boxes, majn Window, and so on) using drag-and-
drop techniques for true rapid application development [ 17]. 
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Borland build Delphi around its powerful Object Pnscnl lnngunge. Though Object 
Pascal 's roots are in standard Pascal, it includes true object orientation with support 
for inheritance, encapsulation, and polymorphism. The Pascal derivative in Delphi is 
sophisticated and powerful , yet easier to comprehend and manage than C++. Like 
Microsoft Visual Basic, Delphi uses dot notation to reference object's properties and 
methods. Unlike Microsoft, however, the Delphi language relies consistently on 
objects and allows you to create your own classes by sub classing from other objects 
and inheriting their properties and methods. This powerful feature, the cornerstone of 
OOP, gives user significantly more control in creating welt-structured applications. 
rt' s also an excel lent vehicle for code reuse [ 15). 
1. Advantages of Delphi 
• Distributed data set processing 
• Full control of Microsoft Transaction Server interactions 
• Speed comparable to most C++ compilers. 
11 . Disadvantages of Delphi 
• Visual Studio's integrated Multilanguage packaging 
2.2.3.2 Database Implementation Tools 
Review was done to identify the most appropriate database management system to store 
and manage acquired datn. Selection criteria were based on usability and effectiveness in 
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the context of cross platform deploying, storage spncc n.-quirc:d, and the portability of the 
records. 
The target of review included Microsoft Access 97, Microsoft SQL Server 7 and Oracle. 
a. Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access is a relational database management system that is used to create 
the relational databases [ l 1]. By using the ODBC driver for Access, data can be 
retrieved from the database in a client/ server based system. 
b. Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server is a client/ server based relational database management 
system [8]. Microsoft SQL Server is an ideal database engine for web sites because it 
can be queried and updated via popular web browsers such as Internet Explorer. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 runs in Windows NT and not Windows 95 or Windows 98. 
Microsoft SQL Server is a significant tool in many regards. From data warehousing to 
applications that require not only a large amount of information, but also many 
different simultaneous users, SQL server is a key component in answering data 
management requirement. It is a powerful and comprehensive database. [ l 8] 
Microsoft SQL Server is a perfect example of an n·ticr system. The user can 
manipulate the data directly from the client side. Most of the time, the data is 
validated first before it is updated into the database in server side. It is tightly 
integrated with the Microsoft 13uck0fficc family product to enable organization to 
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improve decision-making and streamline the business process. lt i. the best database 
for Windows NT Server. 
Microsofl SQL Server maintains rcfcren1ial integrity nnd security and ensures that 
operation can be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. SQL server can 
control the access for the type of infonnation that can be retrieved by the user. 
SQL Server supports Internet database integration. It allows the user to automate the 
publishing of database infonnation in HTML documents. It allows us to build active 
web sites and let us conduct processes on the lnternet. When combining with Internet 
Information Server and the SQL server Internet Connector, it gives user the complete 
Internet database publishing capabilities. 
It provides the function for transparent distributed transactions. This means that it 
provides automatic distributed update capability across two or more SQL Server 
transparent to the desktop application, making it a simple to use. lt guarantees the 
integrity of transaction of updating spanning multiple servers. 
l. Advantages of Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
The most significant advantage of the Microsoft SQL Server is the wide variety of 
third-party client support avnilable. Every type of front-end software is available, 
from those designed strictly for application development to add-in SQL Server access 
modules for standard PC-based DBMSs such as Paradox and dBASE. There are even 
access modules that let users query the database from the leading spreadsheet 
program (8). 
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Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 running on Windows NT is nn nd\'nntnge. Window NT 
database server is network independent and cnn he u.oo with any of the popular 
NOSs. 
11 . Disadvantages of Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Windows NT Advanced Server is not as popular as other NOSs. Adding a Windows 
NT server to another NOS can be done, but it does increase the level of complexity in 
the overall system [8]. 
c. Oracle 8I 
Oracle Corporation's reputation as a database company is firmly established in its 
full-featured, high-performance RDBMS server. With the database as the cornerstone 
of its product line, Oracle has evolved into more than just a database company, 
complementing its RDBMS server with a rich offering of well-integrated products 
that are designed specifically for distributed processing and client/ server 
applications. As Oracle's database server has evolved to support large-scale 
enterprise systems for transaction processing and decision support, so too have its 
other products, to the extent that Oracle can provide a complete solution for client/ 
server application development and deployment [ 19]. 
Oracle is the world's leading vendor of database software. Oracle's ability to have all 
data and documents stored in n small number of high-performance databases benefits 
customers by centralizing all their dnta, making infonnation management and access 
easier, more reliable, and less expensive. [20] 
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The ground-breaking capabilities of Orncle8ts lntcmct File System (lFS) provides a 
single, easy to use data management interface for ull data types, thus minimizing 
customers' reliance on a proprietary operating system. Oi:ncle is an open solution and 
it supports all kind of platform. 
Oracle's advanced security features allow for enforced granular privileges, advanced 
auditing, enhanced access control, secure distributed processing and replication, and 
the ability to use additional external authentication mechanisms. 
Oracle uses a Java-based utility that provides everything needed to get a pre-tuned 
and pre-configured Oracle8i database up and running. Oracle Enterprise Manager 
provides a single integrated management console for central administration of 
multiple servers. It also contains some advance functionality for tuning and 
diagnosing the database, and managing complex change in the database environment. 
1. Advantages of Oracle 81 
Oracle 7 has the second-largest number of third party, front-end support product. 
Only Microsoft SQL Server has slightly more support (8]. 
Oracle's database servers are popular due to their scalability across a wide range of 
platfonns [8]. 
Oracle 7 support for almost all of the major procedural languages. It is relatively 
simple matter for an experienced programmer to learn PU SQL and start creating 
Oracle 7 applications right away. 
ii . Disadvantages of Oracle 81 
Total cost of ownership for Oracle is high. 
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2.2.3.3 Operating System 
a. Microsoft Windows NT 
Microsoft Windows NT is one of the powerful operating systems for business 
computing. lt combines the ease-of-use of Windows 95 with the power and reliability 
of Window NT. NT is also a powerful OS that reliable, secure, multithreaded, 
symmetric processing, support client/server system. [21] 
There is an extensive security support in NT. NT can control the access control of 
user in accessing certain file or application. This can use for implemented the access 
control for the Attendance Management System. Besides, NT supports a wide range 
of networks protocol and Remote Access Protocol. This makes it easy for us to 
develop the distributed application. 
Windows NT Server is a complete platform available for building and hosting wcb-
based application. It is the best platform to publish and share information securely 
over corporate Intranet and Internet. It is so reliable that when an application ha c 
problem it doesn't crash the whole program. 
Windows NT allows Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). lt can combine the 
information from several applications into one compound document using the special 
OLE capabilities of window-based application. 
Window NT also enables the capabilities of integrating applications on a single 
computer or even across multiple computers. 
b. UNIX 
UNIX is an increasingly popular operating system. Traditionally used on 
minicomputers and workstations in the academic community, UNIX is now available 
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on personal computers and the business communit · has gtnrtcd to choose UNIX for 
its openness. 
UNIX, like other operating systems, is n layer between the hardware and the 
applications that run on the computer. lt has functions that manage the hardware and 
functions that manage the executing of applications 
UNIX includes the traditional operating system components. In addition, a standard 
UNIX system includes a set of libraries and a set of applications. It includes the file 
system and process control and a set of libraries. 
One of the greatest strength of UNIX is the consistent way in which it treats files. lt is 
very easy for the users to work with files because users don' t need to learn special 
commands for every new task. 
Besides UNlX is not known only for its longevity and versatility as an operating 
system, but also for the variety and number of utility programs that called tool. 
c. Windows 95 
Windows 95 is an operating system for a single machine. Windows 95 was designed 
especially for home users and for people in small offices. 1t works great on notebook 
(portable) computers, it's easy to connect with networks, and the Plug and Play 
features make it a lot easier to add a new piece of hardware. 
2.2.3.4 ODBC 
ODBC allows a single uniform language to access difTercnt databases, instead of using 
the propriety longuagc of each dnta source by designing a standard set of APl's (Fleet, 
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1997]. By using ODBC, you can deal with n level of nbstmction nbove the particular 
database. It is based on the X/Open Call-Level Interface nnd uses SQL. 
When one accesses a database through ODBC1 the dntahnsc must be registered as an 
ODBC data source. By registering the database as a data source, the application only 
needs to know its data source name. The location of the database makes no difference, 
nor even what the type of database it is. 
There arc three types of data sources you can create: System, User, and File. A system 
data source is one that is available to any user of the system. A user data source is one 
that is only available to that user. Finally, a file data source is a description of the 
database. It can be used to hook up to the database without having to register the database 
itself with the system. 
There have been a few different versions of the ODBC API that have been released. The 
current version is ODBC 4.0. This refers to the revision level of the AP!. There have been 
several changes to the API resulting in versions: 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and now 4.0. 
Typically when you install ODBC on your machine you are installing the ODBC 
Manager. 
Win32::0DBC was written to conform to the ODBC API 2.0 specification. Since ODBC 
3.0 is backward compatible it should not cause any compatibility problems. 
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ODBC 3.0 is completely backward compatible. When using the ODBC 3.0 driver 
manager: 
• J\n ODBC 2.x application works with an ODBC 3.0 driv~r or an ODBC 2.x driver. 
An ODBC 3.0 appl ication works with an ODBC 3.0 driver. 
An ODBC 3.0 application works with an ODBC 2.x driver as long as the application 
uses only ODBC 2.x features. 
Where necessary, the ODBC 3.0 driver manager perfonns appropriate function and/ or 
rgument mapping to ensure backward compatibility. 
nd the ODBC drivers available in ODBC version 4.0 are, 
• Microsoft Access 
• Microsoft dBase 
• Microsoft Excel 
• Microsoft FoxPro 
• Microsoft ODBC for Oracle 
• Microsoft Paradox 
• Microsoft Text 
• SQL server 
2.3 Summary 
2.3.1 Inventory Management System 
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Basically, inventory management system can be di idcd to four nrnin types: they are the 
perpetual, two-bin, periodic, optional replenishment, nnd mnterinl requirements planning 
systems. Below is the summary table for each type. 
Perpetual Two-bin Periodic Optional Material 
Replenishment Requirement 
Plannin2 
Order Fixed Fixed Variable Variable Variable 
Quantity 
Reorder Fixed Fixed Variable Fixed Variable 
point 
Review Variable Variable Fixed Fixed Fixed/Variable 
period 
Demand Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed 
rate 
Lead Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable Fixed/Variable 
.time 
Safety Medium Medium Large Very large Small/non~ 
.stock 
Table 2.1 Type oflnventory Management System 
Aggregate inventory measurement relates to the overall level of inventory and the 
techniques for its measurement. Four common ways to measure aggregate inventory are 
as follows: 
• Aggregate inventory value 
• Ratio of aggregate inventory value to annual sales 
• Days of supply 
• Inventory turnover 
After surveying the three rent world applications, it can be concluded that although there 
arc a lot of features for each application, but all these features can be grouped into six 
main categories. 
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!fable below show the main features for each category. 
Customer Vendor Sales Inventory Purchase Report 
Order 
• View • View • View • View • View • Generate 
customer vendor snles inventory purchase vanous 
• Add, • Add, • Add, • Add, order type of 
update update update update • Add, reports 
and delete and and and delete update 
customer delete delete inventory and delete 
record vendor invoices record purchase 
• Search record • Search • Prices orders 
record • Search record update • Vendor's 
record • Receive purchase 
order orders, 
• Search and Bill 
record • Search 
record 
Table 2.2 Main functions of current inventory management application 
2.3.2 Related Programming Concepts 
The information system planning methodology is composed of the following stages: 
• Definition of the organizational processes and objectives 
• Definition of the computer-related goals set for each organizational objective 
• Definition of the alternative information system processes required for each of the 
computer-related goals 
• Identification of alternative information system processes and selection of 
preferred system 
• Preparation of a request for proposnl 
• Selection of the preferred alternative 
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client-server computational model implies a relationship between two processes in 
which one makes request to the others. To achieve n reduction of the communication and 
data conversion costs parallel architectures for database cnn be applied. 
• Database implementation concepts include 
• Relational database 
• Database Management System 
• Relational Database Management System 
• Structured Query Language 
• Stored Procedure 
2.3.3 Development Tools 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, Microsoft Visual C++ and Delphi arc providing standard 
module enables production of stand-alone applications. 
Microsoft Access is a relational database management system that is used to create the 
relational databases. By using the ODBC driver for Access, data can be retrieved from 
the database in a client/ server based system. Microsoft SQL Server is a client/ server 
based relational database management system. Microsoft SQL Server 7 runs in Windows 
NT and not Windows 95 or Windows 98. Finally, Oracle has evolved into more than just 
a database company, complementing its RDBMS server with a rich offering of well-
integrated products that are desibrncd specifically for distributed processing and client/ 
server applications. 
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Windows NT Server 4.0 is a network opcmting S\ st~m N1.'\\ man.ig<.!mt!nt tools rn 
Windows NT Server 4.0 include setting up or w<.!b s1h:s lJNlX ism ailable on personal 
:omputers and the business community has sllUl<.!d to choose.! UNIX for its openness. 
While, Windows 95 is an operating system for a single machine. 
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b hapter 3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Si·stem Analysis 
G.1 Analysis Current Inventory System in FCSIT 
The current inventory system use by the faculty was provided hy the BPK (Sahagian ~erkhidmatan Komputer) in the Faculty of Science. This inventory system was 
developing in the year of 1996 using Dbase 3 and it is running in Dos mode. Until now, it 
is still use in every faculty and also in the "Jabatan Harta Benda" for inventory 
'management. 
he inventory records in this system are stored in a number of data files (with the 
extension .dbf). These data files are InvDept file, InvDir file, InvParts file, Gunasama 
file, lnventry file and InvDel file. 
The InvDept file is used to store the Department Code, the faculty name an the 
department name. The lnvDir file is used to store the item code, item name and group 
name for the purpose of categorization of the item in the inventory. The lnventry file is 
used to store the detai l of the item. The lnvParts file is used to store the details of the 
parts/components of an item. The Gunasama file is used to store the detail of the items 
"\hat will be share among the department. The InvDel file is used to store the detail of the 
item, which has deleted from the inventory. 
tn this system, it using the Item Tag identi fies all items. This tag number is an auto-
~eneratc number. It will he assigned ton particular item when the item is fi rst recorded in 
\he database. The tag number is consisted of two parts. The fi rst part is the department 
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Code, which is normally used to identify which department tl1c item is belongs to. The 
second part is the item number, which is use to identify the items within the department. 
These items are categorized by using Item Code. The "Jabatan Harta Benda" provided it. 
The items code is consist of 12 alphanumeric characters, which is separated into 3 parts. 
The first part is the major category of the item; the second part will be the sub- category 
Of the item and is same for the third part. 
There are six module provided by the system for managing the inventory. These modules 
are ADD, DELETE, FIND, DELETE, PRINT, GUNASAMA and UTILITIES. 
3.t.t Module ADD 
This module provides four options for adding items into the inventory file. These options 
are 'add items', 'add item components',' add similar items' and 'add tagged items'. 
Option 'add items' is for entering new items into the inventory file. There are two 
categories of items, which are items without components and items with components. 
Examples of Items without components are furniture and general office equipment. 
Example of items with components is microcomputer with components like mouse and 
rnonitor. To differentiate between the two categories, the field .. PARTS" is used. For 
items without components, PARTS 0. For items with components, PARTS n where n 
•s the number of parts. 
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Option 'add item Components' is for entry of components thnt nrc pnrt of nn t!xisting 
item. If for some reason any component was lcfl out when the main item wn .. 4' being 
entered, the component can be entered using this option. However, it do~s not include 
components that are purchased separately, e.g. spare parts, which a.re purchase on a 
separate purchase order. 
Option "add similar items" is for entries of similar items e.g. bulk acquisition of a certain 
item Jike forty microcomputers (of same kind). It reduces the number of keystrokes for 
repetition. 
Option 'add tagged items' is for add items that already have item tag number which was 
given by another department. This does not include items that are on loan. 
3.1.2 Module EDIT 
In this module, there are two option provided by the system, which are 'edit items' and 
'edit item components'. Option 'edit items' is for editing the information of particular 
items, which is accessed by the item tag number. Option ' edit item components' is for 
editing the infonnation of a part icular component of a particular item. The item tag 
number and subtag number access the item component. 
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3.1.3 Module FIND 
This module provides two options for searching/ enquiry an item. The first option is 
'search by item Tag" which allows for search/enquiry for n pnniculnr item and its 
components by keying the items tag number. Scroll ing from one item to another is 
allowed. The second option "search by item code" allows item to be searched by the item 
code. AJI items with similar item code will be search and displayed. 
3.1.4 Module DELETE 
The two option provided by this module is 'delete item' and ' delete item components'. 
Option 'delete item' allows items to be deleted from the inventory file. Once the item is 
deleted, its item tag number cannot be reused. The second option 'delete item 
components' allows for deletion of item component of an item. 
3.1.5 Module PRINT 
This module provides three options for printing a listing of the inventory items. The first 
option, ' print by item tag' will generate a listing of all inventory items ordered by item 
tag. The second option, ' print by room' will generate a listing of all inventory items 
ordered by location/room number. 
The last option ' print by selected items" contains four sub-option. The first sub-option is 
'by item tag', is for listing of selected items specified by item tag. This requires user to 
specify the item tug to stnrt printing from nnd how many items to print starting from the 
item tog specified. Other sub-options, which ure 'by items code', 'by item name'. 'by 
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room', allow printing of a list of selected items specified by item code. itt:m name nnd 
location/room number respectively. 
3.1.6 Module GUNASAMA 
This module is for entering items to be shared among the department into the Gunasama 
file. The item must already be in the Inventory File. Otherwise, it will be rejected. 
Options provided by this module are 'Add', 'Edit ', 'Find', 'Delete• and 'Print' ('by item 
tag•. 'by item code' and 'by item name'). All of these options are same as the options 
mention in the previous modules. 
3.1.7 Module UTILITIES 
Some of the important options provided by this module are 'Backup Data files', ' Restore 
Data Files', ' Vet Item Codes' and 'Vet Item Tags'. Option ' Backup Data files' enabled 
user to backup data files into diskettes. The backup data files will be needed to restore the 
data files in the system if any of them gets corrupted. The user is advised to use this 
utility after every session ic. Before exiting from the system. Option ' Restore Data Files' 
al1ows user to restore the latest backup of copy of the data file into the system. Option 
' Vet Item Codes' allows for vets the inventory data file for erroneous item codes. Lastly, 
option 'Vet Item Tags', allows for vets the inventory data file for duplicate item tags. 
3.1.8 System trength 
There arc scvcml system strengths thot is uvniloblc in this system that make it continue 
usin8 for inventory monogcmcnt in the fuculty. 
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• Easy to install 
The system is very small which can be put in a single diskette. To install. it just need 
to copy the program file into the directory of the computer which hnve the Dbase 
program installed~ or the program file itself already compiled with the dbase system 
file to convert into setup file, for installing into the computer with no Dbase program 
installed. 
• Use little resources 
Since the system is a Dos program, it takes very little system resources to run. 
Therefore, it can be run the old generation like 386 computer. 
• Easy to backup and restore of inventory Record 
The inventory file for this is so small that it is able to store in a single piece of 
diskette. The system has provided the option for backing up the inventory file into the 
diskette. If the inventory data in the computer has corrupted, it can be restore from the 
diskette into the computer. 
3.1.9 System Weakness 
Below are the weakness that resides in the current system. 
• Not user friendly 
There is no mouse sup(Xlrt for the current system. The user has to type in many 
keystrokes to pcrfonn thei r joh. Beside, the intcrfocc is very simple interface with 
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limited detail of information can be stored in the computer. For e.g. it didn't store the 
detail information for the vendor. Beside, the search capability of the Cltrrent system 
is very limited. For example, it cannot differentiate between among hardware, 
software and office equipment. It also does not provide information like how many a 
particular item available in the faculty. 
• Not Security enabled 
It does not include a security module that allows only authorized people to access the 
system. Therefore, the record in the system is not safe and may be edited by any 
people without able to trace who did it. 
• Cannot support multi-user environment 
The current system is a standalone application. Only one person can use the system in 
a time. If more than one user have to use the current system, another copy of the 
current system have to be install to another computer. This has allows the duplication 
of data for common data. Any update to common data will have to be doing 
separately to every computer that has install the system. 
• No online support 
The current system is not accessible from the intcmct/intranet. Therefore, users have 
to go to the computer, which have instulled the current system instead of accessing 
from any computer using normully web browser. This is certainly very inconvenient 
for the users. 
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• Limitation in types of data that can be storable in the system 
There is a limitation of types of data that can be stored in the current system. For 
example, it will not able to store data types like image file. 
3.2 System Analysis 
During this st.age, we have to work on some analysis process like gathering and 
interpreting facts and diagnosing problems. The result of this process will be used to 
recommend improvement to the system. [22] Through system analysis, we may add, 
delete and modify system components toward the goal of improving the overall system. 
The information gathered during this phase has provided alternative strategies to develop 
this system. 
It is the process of developing alternative solutions and choosing among those sol ution~ . 
Regards to the reviews, it is also analysis into three main areas. They arc 
• lnventory Management System 
• Related programming concepts 
• Development tools 
3.2.1 Inventory Management System 
From the finding, it can be concluded that most of the current inventory management 
systems only provided functionality on managing the inventory without providing any 
analysis ability Bnscd on the books thut huvc been studied, in order to manage the 
inventories effectively, u lot of onulyscs hnvc to be done. 
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3.2.1. J Type of inventory management system 
Common types of inventory management systems arc the perpetual, two-bin, periodic, 
optional replenishment, and material requirements planning system . . 
With the perpetual system, each time a unit is issued from stock the withdrawal is logged 
and the stock position is compared with the reorder point. It is not wrong to say that 
perpetual system is an online system. Perpetual system is not suitable for inventory 
management system for FCSIT. 
Two-bin system is best suited for items of low value, fairly consistent usage, and short 
lead-time, such as office supplies, nuts, bolts, and so forth. This obviously means that 
two-bin system is not suitable for inventory management system for FCSIT. 
In a periodic inventory system the number of items in the storage is reviewed at a fi xed 
time interval. Periodic inventory system can be considered a suitable type for inventory 
management for FCSIT. 
In optional replenishmen~ the order quant ity is the maximum inventory level minus the 
inventory level at the review period if the inventory position is at or lower the reorder 
point. This mean that the stock level of an item will be added to the maximum level if the 
item position is at or lower the reorder point which is not true for inventory management 
for FCSIT. In real world, FCSIT will order an item if only the item is needed. 
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The material requirement planning (MRP) inventory system is used cxt~nsively with 
planned production. This means that this system is more suitnhle for the mtumfacturer. 
3.2.1.2 Aggregate Inventory Measurement 
Aggregate inventory measurement relates to the overall level of inventory and the 
techniques for its measurement. Four common ways to measure aggregate inventory are 
as follows: 
• Aggregate inventory value 
• Ratio of aggregate inventory value to annual sales 
• Days of supply 
• Inventory turnover 
Aggregate inventory value has it own weaknesses, but it is quite suitable for inventory 
management for fCSIT because they are usually applied to broad classes and not to 
individual items. 
The inventory lo sale ratio can vary substantially due to cost and selling price changes. 
This make inventory to sale ratio is no suitable because FCSIT don't have selling item so 
that indirect it is not selling price at all . 
The days of supply is the total value of inventory at cost divided by the sales per day at 
cost. It is not wise to implement this technique since are a lot of items for a FCSIT. 
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The inventory turnover is not suitable for inventory manogcmcnt s stem for F IT. lt is 
quite suitable for inventory management system for supcnnnrkct und real world 
supermarket. 
3.2. l .3 Review of Current Inventory Management Application 
After analysis the three real worlds, it concluded all features could be grouped into six 
main categories, but for FCSIT just only grouped into four main categories. There are 
only vendor, inventory, personal, report because FCSIT have not selling item. Table 
below show the main features for each category. 
Vendor Inventory, Parts, Personal Report 
Department, 
Directory 
• View • View inventory, • View • Generate 
vendor parts, Personal various 
• Add, department, and • Add, update type of 
update directory. and delete reports 
and • Add, update and Personal 
delete delete inventory, record 
vendor parts, • Search 
record department, record 
• Search directory record 
record • Search record 
Table 3.1: Main functions of current inventory management for FCSIT 
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3.2.2 Related Development Concepts 
3.2.2.1 Information System Planning Concepts 
The methodology for information system planning introduced by reference [BERG93] is 
very suitable to be used as a guide in building the inventory management system for 
FCSIT because it provide a systematic steps in planning an information system. 
3.2.2.2 System Architectures Concepts 
A client-server computational model implies a relationship between two processes in 
which one makes request to the others. It provides a lot of advantages and it is suitable to 
be used in this case in order to increase the performance of the system. Sine the bulk of 
the database processing is done on the back-end, the speed of the DBMS is not tied to the 
speed of the workstation. As a result, the workstation need only be run the front-end 
software, effectively extending the life many older or smaller PCs that do not have the 
horsepower needed to run on complex DBMS. This can really save some cost. 
Although parallel architectures for database can achieve u reduction of the 
communication and data conversion costs, but this concepts is complex to optimize and 
the cost of the mult iple copy coherency protocol is high. However, some of the concept 
can be modified and adopted in the inventory management system for f'CSJT. 
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3.2.2.3 Database Implementation Concepts 
Relational database can be considered suitable to be implemented in the inventory 
management system for FCSIT because relational databnsc has complete flexibility in 
describing the relationships between the various data items. 
A stored procedure is suitable to be used to communicate with the server. In a client/ 
server architecture, as the number of users increases, so does the number of SQL request, 
and the network can quickly become the perfonnance bottleneck. Stored procedure offer 
perfonnance improvement because a single call to a stored procedure can invoke multiple 
SQL statement. 
3.2.3 Development Tools 
A review on development tools was carried out in order to identify the most suitable tools 
to develop this system. 
This review is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the tools to develop the 
processing part and the interface part of the system. The second part focuses on the tolls 
to develop the database of the system. The third part discusses the operating system for 
the development. 
3.2.3.1 Program Development Tools 
Although Microsoft Visual Busic 6.0, Microsofl Visual C t t 6.0 and Delphi are suitable 
to build an upplication progmm. 
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In this case Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 will be chosen been use nll th" ne~ds of the 
application program that going to be built can be fulfilled by Microsot1 Visunl Basic 6.0. 
It also provides a convenient method for building user interface. compnred to Microsoft 
Visual C++. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is the easier of the two to learn. We simply cannot beat Basic 
for its simplicity and readability. Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is also more forgiving of 
poor coding style, making it friendlier to new programmers. One example of this is 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 default Variant data type. A Variant can handle numeric, 
string, or date/ time values. While the Variant type makes it easy to code without 
considering the data types of your variables, it can also lead to sloppy coding and 
wasteful use of system memory (Microsofl recommends that a Variant be used only in 
certain special cases). Delphi, on the other hand, is anything but forgiving in this respect. 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is also an interpreted lanb'Uage system, so users could test and 
debug application on the fly from within the development environment. 
3.2.3.2 Database Implementation Tools 
SQL Server is more ease-to-use system compared to the oracle database. It provides more 
user-friendly graphical tools for installation, configuration and administration. SQL 
Server can run only on windows but for oracle the operating system wi ll essent ially 
become irrelevant. Oracle supports nil kind of platform. [201 
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With integrated management of text, images, audio and video, Omch!Ri'~ intcr-medin 
enables customers to take advantage of the multimedia nature of the Web. For QL. it 
advocates a strategy of storing non-traditional data in flat files in separate servers and 
linking them together using OLE-DB. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 tightly integrated with other Microsoft Products 
• Seamless integration with Window NT provides security, a web application 
environment and Microsoft Transaction Server support 
• Integration with Microsoft Exchange Server provides reliable and scalable 
Internet and Intranet collaboration and messaging - supporting SQL server 
initiated trigger and store procedure-based messaging and replication of 
Exchange public folders. 
3.2.3.3 Operating System 
Microsoft SQL Server and Internet Jnfonnation Server 4.0 run on Windows NT Server 
4.0 and Window wlll be used as a server. Windows 95 is an operating system for a single 
machine. It can be used for initial development of this project and as a client. 
There is a lot of supporting software for Window NT especially the free downloadable 
option packs. 
UNIX is hard to instull compared to Window NT 4 0. Sometimes it toke two weeks to 
configure a UNIX muchine but only one duy to set up a NT box. [21 J 
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NT 4.0 supports the Microsoft Back Office Product but UNlX do\!sn 't. To use n UNlX 
OS, a lot of command needs to be entered. Compared to NT, it provide user-friendly 
interface that ease the job of the user 
3.3 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis is done during analyzing system needs. Requirement analysis 
activities include analyzing and determining functional requirement and non-functional 
requirement of inventory management system for FCSIT. 
JJ.t Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements are functions or features, which arc expected by the user, and 
stated by them to be incorporated into the system [23]. The system is considered 
incomplete if any of the necessary functions is not included. This section states the 
functional requirements for server database and lnventory application. 
3.3. I. I Server Database 
l. All unneeded archive records should be deleted automat ically at certain time. 
2. The referential actions supported by the foreign key integrity constraints should 
include update cascading. The update cascade action specifics that when rows 
containing referenced key vulues are updated. Therefore, the update cascades. For 
example, if o row in o parent table is update, und this row' s primary key value is 
referenced by one or more foreign key values in u child tublc, the rows in the child 
table thnt reference the primury key vuluc ore nlso u1xlutcd from the child table. 
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3
. The referential actions supported by the foreign key integrity constmints , hould 
include delete cascading. The delete cascade nction specifics thnt when rows 
containing referenced key values deleted, all rows in child tnhlcs \\i th dependent 
foreign key val ues are also deleted. Therefore, the delete cascades. For example, if a 
row in a parent table is deleted, and this row's primary key value is referenced by one 
or more foreign key values in a chi ld table, the rows in the child table that reference 
the primary key value are also deleted from the child table that reference the primary 
key value are also updated from the child table. 
3
.3. t.2 Inventory Application 
The Inventory application is divided into four modules. They are inventory, inventory 
Parts, inventory department, inventory directory information module, vendor's 
information module, personal information module, and personal information module. 
3
·
3
.1.2. 1 Inventory information Module 
'the Purpose of inventory, inventory parts, inventory department, inventory directory 
Information module is to manage the inventory in FCSIT. The functionality of this 
lll<>dute could be divided into the administrator and user functions. 
F 
or adtninistrator, this module allows to search, creating, editing and deleting inventory 
Information. Meanwhile, for the users, this module allows individual to search and view 
the r 1st of avuiloblc inventory. 
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1. Search 
The inventory information can be searched according to inventory code, inventory 
category, inventory location and inventory's preferred vendor 
ii. Add New Item 
This function allows the administrator to insert new records. Since the inventory code is 
unique for each item, the administrator should provide all the other information like 
description, brand name, category, total unit, and supplier code. If a new product is 
purchased~ the administrator should give a specific inventory code for the product. 
iii. Edit Item Record 
This function allows only the administrator to update records in inventory master file 
table. To update a particular record, the administrator will just have to click on the field 
that he/she would like to change, do changes and then save the changes. 
iv. Delete Item Record 
This delete function allows the administrator to delete records in inventory master file 
table. In deleting process, the database will perfonn n relational check to ensure that the 
inventory code is not in use in other module. If in use, deletion is not allowed. 
v. List Inventory 
Beside, viewing the entire ovnilnble inventory, this function also ultows the administrator 
to print inventory infonnution instnntuncously. There arc wide varieties of listing to 
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choose. Among them are a list of inventory grouped hy inventory co<.k, Ct\t~gory Ill\ t 
supplier code. 
3.3. 1.2.2 Vendors Information Module 
The vendor plays an important role in any merchandising form. Vendor's information 
module is where the system displays the product information from the database. This 
module is only found in administrator section. This module allows the administrator to 
search, creating, editing, deleting and saving the vendor information. 
i. Search 
This function allows the administrator to search the vendors by criteria that he/she can 
choose. He/she scale down the search by selecting the criteria: 
• Vendor ID 
• Vendor Name 
• Date Record Created 
• Last Logon Date 
• Last Update Date 
• Vendor shipping address 
• Vendor mailing address 
ii. Add New Vendor 
The Vendor 10 is unique for cuch record. The udministmtor should provide all the other 
information like vendor nomc, contuct per ·on, vendor uddrcss, contact number and etc 
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iii. Edit Vendor Record 
This function allows only the administrator to make changes in the \lendor database table 
content. To edit, the user just click on the record that he/she would like to change and the 
save the changes. All the fields can be updated except the Vendor TD. 
iv. Delete Vendor Record 
Before any record can be deleted, the database will perfonn a relation check to ensure 
that the Vendor ID is not in use in other module. If in use, deletion is not allowed. 
3.3.1.2.3 Personal Information Module 
This module will display the current logon person most updated information from the 
database record and the person maybe an administrator. He/ she may make changes on nil 
the fields except his/ her login ID and both the last logon and last updute date. It is 
require authentication and authorization in order to protect the system and inventory 
infonnation stored from unauthorized users. Only staffs of inventory department like 
administrator have access the information to inventory application. Authorized users are 
allows to changes their password. 
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3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Following are some of the non-functional requirement of the system: 
3.3.2.1 Reliability 
Reliability is the extents to which a system can be expected to perfonn its intended 
function with required precision and accuracy. Thus, the system should be reliable in 
perfonning its daily functions and operations. For example, whenever a button is clicked, 
the system should be able to perform some functionality or generate some message to 
inform the user what is happening. 
3.3.2.2 Scalability 
The scalability is to promise the capability of the system to migrate as a client or server to 
machines of greater or lesser power, depending upon requirements, with little or no 
change to underlying components. Database scalability issues can be resolved using 
distributed database architecture whereas web application scaling can be addressed by 
increasing bandwidth or by additional web servers. 
3
.3.2.3 Usability 
The system should be developed in such as way that it is easy to use. It will enhance and 
support rather than limit or restrict the office processes. Human interfaces need to be 
intuitive and consistent with the Inventory Management System and within itself. 
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3.3.2.4 Security 
The system should be equipped with sufficient security. Ench ncccss by the user should 
be authenticated and validated hy the system. The system should not show any potential 
0fleakage of information. The password should be encrypted. 
3
.3.2.5 Data and Services Backup 
The system should be able to restore to its normal operation from any potential disaster. 
There should be a second backup for data and services to ensure the continuous of 
operation. 
3
.3.2.6 Inter-Operabi lity 
l'he system has the capability to work with different types of applications to share dutu 
and Process 
3
.3.2.7 On-Time 
lhe system should be developed within the given time frame. In this period of time, all 
the req · J 
u1rcment and also testing should be comp eted. 
3.3.2 8 M b·1· 
· nnagea 1 1ty 
lhe lllodules within the system should be easy to manage. This will make the 
lllainte · l d · · nancc and enhancement works sunp er an not limes consuming. 
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3.3.2.9 Flexibility 
The system should have the capability to take advantage of nc\ technologies and 
resources. The system should be able to implemented in the changing environment. 
3.4 Development Requirements 
3.4.1 Hardware Requirements 
Development of this system, requires a machine with 
1. at least 64 MB RAM 
11. at least a Pentium 200 MHz processor 
m. CD-ROM 
1v. Other standard peripherals that include mouse, keyboard and monitor. 
3.4.2 Software Requirements 
Development of the system requires 
1. Windows NT Server 4.0 as the network operating system 
11. Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 as the database server 
111. Microsoft Access 2000 as the prototype testing 
1v. Microsoft Outlook 2000 as the mail application 
v. Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to create Inventory application 
v1. Crystal Report 4.6 to generate report in Inventory application 
v1. Forcl lclp 5.0 to built help in Inventory application 
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3.5 Run Time Requirements 
3.5.1 Hardware Requirement' for Server 
The server should have 
1. at least 128 MB RAM 
11. at least a Pentium II 266Mhz processor 
111 . is connected to the local area network 
1v. other standard computer peripherals that include mouse, keyboard and 
monitor 
3.5.2 Software Requirements for Server 
The server needs the following 
1. Windows NT Server 4.0 as the network operating system 
11. Microsofi SQL Server 7.0 which is a database server that stores the system's 
data and information 
3.5.3 Hardware Requirements for Client 
The client machine is recommended to have 
v. at least 32 MB RAM 
v1. at least a Pentium l 66Mhz processor 
vu. is connected to the local nrcn network 
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3.5.4 Software Requircmcnb for Client 
The client needs the fo llowing 
1. Windows 95 or Wmdows 98 Server opcrntmg syst~m 
11. Microsoft Outlook 2000 
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Chapter 4: METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM DE IGN 
4.1 Methodology 
Process model is very important during the development of sofl\\1u-e. It can fonn a 
common understanding, of the activi ties, resources and constraints involved in software 
development. When a process model is created, it can help us to find the inconsistencies, 
redundancies and omissions in the process. There are many types of process models like 
Waterfall model, V model, Prototyping model, Transfonnational model, spiral model and 
others. 
The process model for this IMS is a mixture of the Waterfall , Prototyping and 
Incremental development models (Figure 4.1 ). It is actually using Waterfall model 
concept but the prototyping and incremental concept is added during the modules 
development. 
The Waterfa ll model presents a very high-level view of what happening during 
development nnd it suggests to us the sequence of events, which will encounter. It helps 
us to plan what we need to do (23]. The overall stage of the process model wi ll be 
discussed one by one os below: 
Concept Definition 
The concept, purpose and functionali ty of the Inventory Management System are 
identified and defined 
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Requirement Specification 
This stage will involve the collection of information from n fcntur~ of the sy. tem or a 
description of something that the system is capable to do in order to fulfill the system 
purpose. In this case, I get most of the requirements from some of the non-academic staff 
in the FCSIT and also some ideas from my supervisor. After collecting the information, it 
has to be rewritten so that it can be transformed into a good system design. 
Concept 
Definition 
Requirement 
"--ti Speci&ahon 
CJ Stage 
._. S}"ltem Design 
---------------... 
-~ Awlication 
Design 
...... 
-
Coding 
Teet~ 
-~----~--~i---
Figure 4.1 Inventory Mnnugcmcnt System Development Model 
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System Analysis 
During this stage, system analysis for IMS was attempts to undl!rstnnd lllm the existing 
system helps to solve the problem identified in systems in cstigntion nnd nnswer the 
question, "What must the system do to solve the problem?" The process involves 
Understanding the broader aspects of the system that would be required to solve the 
Problem and limitations of the existing system, as identified in system investigation. The 
overall emphasis of analysis was to gather data on the existing system and the 
requirements for the IMS system, and to consider alternative solution to the problem 
Within these constraints and the feasibility of these solutions. The primary deliverable 
frorn system analysis was a listing of systems requirements and priorities. After fini sh 
this stage it comes to system design. 
System Design 
Under this stage, describes in details of how this system will meet the requirements 
identified during system analysis. In general , a system design is formulated to include the 
tncornr. 
·l'Vrates system features that are easy to understand, deters user error or carelessness, 
Prevent failures or improper procedures that will cause system failure and functions in a 
ll"lanner that seems natural to the user. Its also an alternative solution will be set. All the 
application or modules design at the next stage will strictly follow this solution. 
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Application or Modules Design 
For this project, the incremental prototyping method wi ll be used during this stnge and 
the following stage. Under this stage, the prototype will be created bnscd on each module 
that is specified in the project. Then, it is followed by the coding stage. 
Coding 
Under this stage, a variety of tools like Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, Crystal Report 4.5, 
Microsoft SQL 7.0 and Microsoft Access 97 wi ll be used to write the program base on 
the prototype. If there is any problem, it wi ll refer back to the application and modules 
design. 
Testing 
After coding the program components, testing is needed to examine the code to spot 
faults and eliminate it. It is necessary to ensure that the application program written in 
isolation work properly when they are integrated into the total system. Any problem 
faced on this stage wi ll refer to the coding stage or the application or modules design. 
There are two techniques applied in testing this system: white box testing and black box 
testing. White box testing is u test case design method thnt uses the control structure of 
the procedural design to derive test cases. Whereas block box testing focus on the 
functional requirements for a program. Block box testing is not an alternative to white 
box techniques~ rather it is u complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different 
class of errors. 
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Training and Maintenance 
This will be the last stage. The purpose of this stage is to help user to understnnd and feel 
comfortable of the new Inventory Management system. This stage will give guidnnce to 
the user about the usage of the new system and how they can use it effectively. 
4.1.1 Waterfall Model 
People and projects following an engineered approach to software development generally 
pass through a series of phases, or stage. Royce [26] was the first to coin the phrase "the 
waterfall model" to characterize the series of software engineering stages. Figure 4.2 
shows the original model that Royce presented. 
Requirement 
Design 
Coding 
Testing 
Operation 
Figure 4.2: Standard Waterfnll Life Cycle Model 
The stages are depicted as cascading from one to another. One development stage will be 
completed before going down to the next stage. The Wuterfoll Model presents a very high 
level view of what is going on during the development ond if suggests to developers the 
sequence of events they expect to counter. 
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The waterfall model can be very useful in helping developers lny out "hot th~~ n~ t to 
do. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to customers who are not fomilinr with 
software development. It makes explicit which intenncdiatc products nrt! neces~ ary in 
order to begin the next stage of development [23]. 
Linear cycle phases of waterfa ll model cycle are chosen to encourage top-down problem 
solving. Designers must fi rst define the problem to be solved and then use an ordered set 
of steps to reach a solution. The linear cycle gives the project direction, and provides 
guidance on what should be done as the project proceeds. It is integrated with the 
management process through reports on project status and keeping track of resource 
needs [27]. 
4.1.2 Incremental Model 
The incremental model combines elements of the linear sequential model (applied 
repetitively) with the iterative philosophy of prototyping. /\s Figure 4.3 shows, the 
incremental model applies linear sequences in a staggered fashion as calendar time 
progresses. Each linear sequence produces a deliverable "increment" of the software [32]. 
For example, word-processing sofiware developed using the incremental paradigm might 
deliver basic file manage1nent, editing, and document production functions in the fi rst 
increment; more sophisticated editing and document production capabilities in the second 
increment; spell ing nnd gmmmor checking in the third increment, and advanced page 
layout cnpability in the fourth increment It should be noted thnt the process now for nny 
increment could incorporntc the prototyping paradigm. 
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Systcm/infonnation 
engineering 
Increment 1 
Metlaodolog11 and S,wrem Design 
Increment 2 
I Analysis I+~+~+~ Delivery of 2nd incremental 
Increment 3 
Delm .. '1)' of 
3 n1 incn:mcnta I 
f- igurc 4.3 The Incremental Model 
When an incremental model is used, the first increment is ofien a core product That is, 
bas· 
IC requirements are addressed, but many supplementary features (some known, others 
Unknowu) remain undelivered. The core product is used by the customer (or undergoes 
detailed review). As a result of use and/or evaluation, a plan is developed for the next 
increment. The plan addresses the modification of the core product to better meet the 
needs of the customer and the delivery of additional fcutures and functionality. This 
Process is repeated following the delivery of each increment, until the complete product 
is PrOduccd. 
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The incremental process model, like prototyping and other evolutionnry llPP"' \Ches. i, 
iterative in nature. But unlike prototyping, the incremental model fo use. on the delivery 
of a operational product with each increment. Early increment. nrc .. stripped down" 
versions of the final product, but they do provide capability that serves the user and also 
provide a platfonn for evaluation by the user. 
Incremental development is particularly useful when staffing is unavailable for a 
complete implementation by the business deadline that has been established for the 
project. Early increments can be implemented with fewer people. If the core product is 
Well received, then additional staff (if required) can be added to implement the next 
increment. In addition, increments can be planned to manage technical risks. For 
eXample, a major system might require the avai labi lity of new hardware that is under 
development and whose delivery date is uncertain. It might be possible to plan early 
increments in a way that avoids the use of this hardware, thereby enabling partial 
funct ionality to be delivered to end users without inordinate delay. 
4.t.3 Prototype Model 
lbe development strategy used in IMS is the software prototyping methodology. This 
ll\ethodology was chose because there was a high degree of uncertainty in several areas in 
the system requirements. The emphasis is on trying out ideas and providing assumptions 
about the requirements, not on system completeness. 
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Prototyping is a process that enables the developer to create n model of th ' ~on" lte tlmt 
must be built. This prototyping model consists of six steps us shown in figure 4.4. 
Requirement Annlysis 
Quick Design 
Construction of 
Prototyping Evnluotion 
Refine Rcqujrcmcnt 
Finni Product 
Figure 4.4 The Prototyping Model 
Like all approaches in sotlware development, prototyping begins with requirements 
&athering. After identifying the known requirements, a quick design is the formu late. The 
quick design focuses on the top-level architecture and data design issues, rather than on 
detail procedural design. Later the quick design leads to the construction of a prototype. 
The prototype is tested and cvalunted to refine the requirements and maybe additional 
requirements. A process of iteration occurs unti l all requirements urc formalized or until 
the prototype has evolved into n production system 125]. 
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The prototype model is used because 
i) Change can be made early in development. 
ii) System developed can meet users' needs more easily. 
iii) 1t provides a common baseline and frame. Developers and users can 
communicate better. 
iv) The developer can understand the system much better. 
Advantages of Prototyping 
i) 
ii) 
Changing the early in its development 
Successful prototyping depends on early and frequent user feedback to help 
modify the system and make it more responsive to actual needs. As with any 
systems effort, early changes are less expensive than changes made late in the 
project• s development. 
Scrapping undesirable systems 
A second advantage of using prototyping is the possibility of scrapping a 
system that is just mot what users and analysis hod hoped. Once again, the 
issue of time and money spent arises. A prototype represents much less of an 
investment than a completely developed system. 
iii) Designing a systcn1 for users' needs and expectations 
A third ndvuntnae of prototyping is thut the system being developed should be 
n better lit with users' needs and expcctotions. Muny studies of failed 
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information systems indict the long intervnl between requirement~ 
determination and the presentation of the fini shed systems while sequestered 
away from users during this critical period. 
Disadvantage of Prototyping 
i) 
ii) 
Managing the project 
Although several iterations of the prototype may be necessary, extending the 
prototype indefinitely also creates problems. 1t is important that the systems 
analysis team devises and then carries out a plan regarding how feedback on 
the prototype will be collected, analyzed, and interpreted. Set up specific time 
periods during which you and management decision makers will use feedback 
to evaluate how well the prototype is performing. 
Adopting an incomplete system as complete 
A second major disadvantage of prototyping is that if a system is needed 
badly and welcomed readily, the prototype may be accepted in its unfinished 
state, and pressed into service without necessary refinement. While 
superficially this may seem an appealing way to short ci rcuit a lot of 
development effort, it works to the business and team's disadvantage. 
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4.2 Program Hierarchy Chart 
IMS is constructed hy a collection of independent but interacting rnodulc . . The following 
figures show those modules in hierarchy charts. 
lnvcntorv Mana2ement Svstem 
Administrator User 
System Help Records Lol!in & Loeout Tools 
Inventory Vendors 
Figure 4.5 IMS hierarchy chart 
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l Main Menu I 
l 
+ + + i i 
File l I System I Report Tools 1 Help \ 
~ Login Inventory Vendor I- Search Using 
..... 
-
'-
Detail Report IMS 
~ Logout Change ..... Inventory lnventory Password 
..... ..... 
Parts Detail Report 
Exit 
Inventory 
~ Help I 
Department 
Detail 
Inventory 
..... Directory 
Detail 
Personal 
- Detail 
Vendor 
- Detail 
f'igurc 4.6 Main menu module hierarchy chart 
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SyNtcm 
I 
+ • + + Inventory Vendor Inventory Inventory I Personal Parts Department & 
Directory 
- New 
- New 
- New - New 
..... New I Edit ~Edit l Edit - Edit 
- Edit H Delete 
- Delete 
- List - Delete 
-
Delete - List 
- List - Search 
-
List 
- List - Search Search .__ Search 
- Search Change 
...... 
Password 
Figure 4.7 System module hierarchy chart 
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4.3 Data Flow Diagram 
Anonymous Ust!r 
Login Error Message User ID & Password 
User Administrator 
Password 
Figure 4.8 Context Data Flow Diagram for Logon 
F 
rorn the data flow diagram, we know that the process of authenticate logon w111 need the 
User login ID and password. The authenticate logon process wi ll verify the user login ID 
and t>assword and detect the user type whether the user is super ndmin or other user. For 
the adrninistmtor, the data wi ll tlow through the process of password changes. 
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Server Database 
-----Vendor Modifi 1cat1on 
3. 
Inventory 
Management 
Svstem 
fication 
Ordering from Vendor 
Analysis 
Report 
Order to V cndor 
' Vendor Supplies Vendor 
I 
Administrator 
a 
Figure 4.9 Context data flow diagram for inventory management system 
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Vendor Order Purchase 
------1· nlearned Orde-r -----~/ 
.----Inventory Level _____ , 
New Inventory 
~View Inventory J nfonnatio~ 
rinventory List • 
4 . 
Inventory 
Issues and 
Purchn~e 
rder to Vendor 
'----~endor Supplier 
Administrator 
... 
Vendor 
..._ ___ ""'vi endor Lis-----.., 
View Vendor Infonnation ~ 
NcwVcndoj i 
-----
Vendor Inventory Vendor Order Purchnse 
Figure 4.10 First-level dotn flow diugrum for inventory munogcmcnt 
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5.1 
Retrieve 
Vendors 
Ven or Infor 
Administrator 
Metl1odo/ogv a11d Srsrem I>esls:n 
5.2 
Update or 
Delete 
/ Vendor 
Vend~ /' 
Vendor No 
Vendor 
Vendor lnfor 
Create 
New 
Vendor 
Vendor No 
" Inventory Vendor 
Vendor lnfor 
* Order Purchase 
Figure 4. 11 Second-level diagram for vendor issues processing 
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4.4 Enhanced-Entity-Relationship model 
Entity-Relation (ER) model is a popular high-level conceptual dntn modt:l. This model 
and its variations are frequently used for the conceptual design of dntnbnse application. 
and many database design tools employ its concepts. The ER model describes data as 
entities, relationships, and attributes. 
The Enhanced-ER (EER) model includes all the modeling concepts of the ER model. In 
addition,. it includes the concepts of subclass and super class and the related concepts of 
Specialize and generalization. Another concept included in the EER model is that of a 
category. Associated with these concepts is the important mechanism of attribute 
inheritance. Unfortunately, no standard tenninology exists for these concepts, so we use 
the tenninology that is used most commonly. Alternative tenninology is given in 
footnotes. We also describe a diagrammatic technique for displaying these concepts when 
they arise in an EER schema. We call the resulting schema diagrams enhanced-ER or 
EER diagrams (24]. 
Symbol Meaning ·--
I I ENTITY TYPE 
- -- -
11 11 
WEAK ENTITY TYPE 
<>- RELA TlONSI llP TYPE --
<:&> IOENTif.'YING REL/\ TIONSI UP TYPE 
- - ---
c ~ J\Tl'RIBUTE 
F1 uu1 c 4.12 Sunu1111ry of FR ding1t1111 not11tion 
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Below show the EER diagrams for Inventory Management Syskm. 
PO NO 
Inventory ~Vendor 
lnven Ven 
Figure 4.13 Enhanced entity relationship diagram for inventory management system 
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4.5 Database Design 
Databases and database technology arc having a mnjor impnct on the growing use of 
computers. It is fair to say that database will play a cri tical role in almost nil nrens where 
computers are used, including business, engineering, and etc. A Database Management 
System (DBMS) is a collection of programs that enables users to create and maintain a 
database. The DBMS is hence a general-purpose software system that facilitates the 
processes of defining, constructing, and manipulating databases for various applications. 
4.S.IControJling Redundancy 
Redundancy occurs in database when much of the data is stored twice r281. This 
redundancy in storing the same data multiple times leads to several problems. First, there 
is a need to perform a single logical update in multiple times. This leadc; to duplication of 
effort. Second, storage space is wasted when the same data is stored repeatedly, and this 
problem may be serious for large databases. Third, files that represent the same data may 
become inconsistent. This may happen because an update is applied to some of the files 
but not to others. For consistency, we should have a database design that stores each 
logical data item in only one place in the database. This does not permit any 
inconsistency, and it saves storage space. 
l.S.2 Normali1.ation 
rhe Nonnalization process, as fi rst processed by Codd in 1972, takes a relation schema 
1rough a scncs of test to "cert ify" whether or not it belongs to n certain normal fom1 
~9] . Normnlizntion of dutn c1111 be looked on ns a process during which unsatisfactory 
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relation schemas are decomposed by breaking up their attributes into snmlkr relution 
schemas that process desirable properties. [281. One objective of the original 
nonnalization process is to ensure that the update anomnlics do not occur. The original 
normalization process also minimizes the storage spnce that using in database and 
prevents redundancy. 
4.5.3 Database Security 
Security has always been a major concern when implementing information technology. 
However, the level of security that should be included in an information system involves 
some judgment about the dangers associated with the system and the resource 
implications of various means of avoiding or minimizing those dangers. Current thinking 
in information system security is that the issues center on confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability [30). 
The information system is confidentiality when the information is only disclosed to those 
users who arc authorized to have access to it. Jn the integrity information system, the 
information is modified only by those users who have the right to do so. When authorized 
users can access the information resources when needed, the system is avai labil ity. 
Database security is concerned with the ability of the system to enforce a security policy 
governing the disclosure, modification or destruction of information. I lumans typically 
use a database ns o technical tool for storing, processing and communicating information. 
The database relays the mcssuges by persistently mcmori1i11g the corresponding data 
following the three phase procedure: ·accept message • store I process data - = > 
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assemble, duplicate and communicate data on demand f31 l The qunlity of mt! it ltion is 
dependably assured by special protocols enforcing completion of trnnsnctions and 
integrity constraints on stored data. Mediation is shored nmong mRny users nnd is 
required to be efficient in time and space. We can classify the requirements for database 
SCcurity into four basic categories [31 ]. 
I. The authorization policies, which govern the disclosure and modification of 
infonnation in the database (access control). We can identify three: major types of 
authori?.ation policies that include (as see below) the mandatory policies, the 
discretionary policies, and the personal knowledge approach. 
2
· The data consistenrcy policies, which govern the consistency and correctness of 
infonnation in the database. Three basic issues involved in this area arc the integrity 
constraints, the data.base recovery policies, and the concurrency policies. 
3
· The avai/ab1!tty policies, which govern the availability of the information in the 
database. 
4
· The identification, authentication and audit policies, which govern the identification 
and authentication procedures to be followed and the auditing policies for the 
database. 
4
·
5
.3. I A Secure Database Development Methodology 
l'he Problem of developing n secure dutnbusc system consists of three-issue [31) 
I. the defimtion of the scmunt1cs of the secure dntnbusc to be dcvc:lopcd, that 1s to 
Chnructcrize 1he nc~:ded security properties in terms of the dutabase semantics 
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2. The implementation of those semantics on a database system thnt \$ l()t\ n OBt-. \ ' nn i 
on the data it handles. 
3
. Assuring that the implemented system provides the ncc.!dcd security pmpc:rties. 
A development methoclolob'Y has the purpose of specifying how each one of these three 
secure database develo1pmcnt issues can be achieved. This is usually aiccomplished by 
guiding the various steps of the development, by providing modeling and analysis tools, 
and by organizing these three issues into a global framework allowing them to achieve 
consistency of the whofo development process and of the target system. 
The five possible step1s of such a methodology for secure database development are 
Outlined below [3 1]. 
1
· Preliminary Analysis 
The main objective of the preliminary analysis is to determine: the scope and 
feasibility of the target system. This phase corresponds to the feasibility study done, 
for example, for information system development, where the cost effectiveness of the 
future system and of the project itself is estimated, in order to decide about the 
necessary applications and to set priorities among them. In this preliminary analysis 
Phase the followinB: issues are studied: 
(a) The threats of major concern for the organiuition lo which the database system is 
directed. 
(b) ·1· he CharnctcrisllCS of the Cl\Vll 01\tllClll of' the lurgct Ul\lllbUSC system 
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{c) The applicability of the software and hardware products thnt nrc 11\'nilnhlc 1n the 
security market. 
{d) The cosVbenefit ratio of the target system in terms of security. 
2. Requirements Analysis 
In the requirement analysis phase, the database designer detennines in details that the 
database users are and their needs are. Normally, this includes identifying what 
infonnation is of interest for each user role, the characteristic of the information, and 
how the infonnation relates to other pieces of information. Automated tools al ready 
available could help the database designer gather, store, and crosscheck such user 
requirement informatioin. 
Conceptual Design 
In the conceptual design phase, a formal specification of the datab;asc security 
pol icies is given through a security conceptual model. This model shows the system 
subjects, objects, operat1ions and permitted modes of access by subjects to objects, 
3ccording to the database security policies, etc. The conceptual model .should also 
abstract the physical details of the target database system and be independent of the 
lata model supported by the DBMS used. The purpose is to have a formal 
pecification of the secme database system semantics, which can be rested for 
>rrectness, completeness and umbiguity. 
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4. Logical Design 
In the logical design phase, the conceptual model is mopped into the dntn model 
supported by the specific DBMS (e.g. relational). The nccc .. nry dntn . chemns for the 
specific DBMS used arc thus designed, keeping the security re1quirements into 
account. For example, the number and contents of the external schemas are stated, 
based on the view tlhat each applications is allowed to have on the data, Issues such as 
schema normalizati,on are also considered in this step of the methodol ogy. 
5
· Physical Design 
Based on the logical representation of data obtained as a result of the logical design 
step, in the physical design phase the developer: 
(a) Decides on the access request processing strategics. This includes, the physics 
structured for security data, the methods of accessing this structure in order to make 
the authorization dlecision, the result of such a decision (Which 1can simply be a 
' Yes/No' answer or a more sophisticated system action), and so on. 
(b) Keeps into accounit performance and overloading parameters for the future secure 
database system. These are quantitative parameters (as for example response times, 
storage costs, update costs, data organi1..ation costs, etc.) as we:ll as qualitative 
Parameters (as for example, flexibility, adaptabi lity, convertibi lity to new 
environments, recovery/restart capability, etc.) 
(c) Selects the appropriutc set of security mechanisms capable to implement the given 
requirements un<l polic1cs, which huvc hccn bused on the degree of trust requi red by 
the system nnd on the expected pcrformnncc. 
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4.5.4 Data Dictionary 
The tables in Inventory database arc as follow: 
1. Inventory Table 
This table stores all the inventory records. Listed below in Table 4.1 are all attributes for 
this table. 
Field Names Data Type Size Description 
KOD Text 50 Item Code 
TAG Text 50 Tag 
J>ARTS Number (Double) 10 Parts 
.]AMA Text 50 Name 
I JENA MA Text 50 Brand 
10 NUM Text 50 Purchase Order Number 
! O DATE --Oateffime 50 Purchas1:! Order Date 
~DEPT Text 50 Deoartrnent 
! ILIK Text 50 Room Number 
~MBEKAL --- - 50 Text Vendor 
J!9 SIRl -- - 50 Text Serial Number 
JiARGA Number (Double) 10 Price 
JARAF Text so Status ~YAI Text 50 Financ1e 
S:}..TITJ\N -Text 50 Rccordls ~TRY DTE Dateffime 8 
_g_ n t ry_pa t c 
GlJNASAMA - Text 50 Sharing_ 
Table 4.1 Inventory Table 
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2. Inventory Parts: Table 
This table stores all the parts or inventory records. Listed below in Tnhk 4.- ure all 
attributes for this table. 
field Names Data Type Size Description 
J<OD Text 50 ltenn Code 
-TAG Text 50 TaC!: 
SUBTAG Text 50 Sub Tag 
NAMA Text 50 Name 
JEN AMA Text 50 Brand 
DEPT Text 50 Department 
BIUK Text 50 Room Number 
NO SIRI Text 50 Seriial Number 
TARAF Text 50 Stat.us 
CATJTAN Text 50 Rec-0rds 
ENTRY DTE Dateffime 8 Ent1ry Date 
Table 4.2 Inventory Parts Table 
3. Inventory Department Table 
This table stores all the department of the inventory records. Listed below in Table 4.3 
are aJI attributes for thi:s table. 
Field Names Data Type Size -Descripti on 
DEPTCODE Text 50 Dcj~rtmc 
FACULTY Text 50 rncult 
nt Code 
---1 
DEPTNAME Text 50 - -Dcpartmc nt Name 
Table 4.3 Inventory Department Table 
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4. Sharing Table 
This table stores all sharing of the inventory records. Listed below in Tnble 4.4 nre nil 
attributes for this tabnc . 
..--
Field Names Data Type Size Description 
TAG Text 50 Tug 
PERSON I Text 50 Person 1 
PERSON2 Text 50 Person 2 
MAINTAIN Text 50 Maintain 
CHARGE Text 50 Charge 
REMARKS Text 50 R1emarks 
Table 4.4 Sharing Table 
5. Personal Table 
This table stores all the personal records. Listed below in Table 4.5 a1re all attributes for 
this table. 
Field Names Data Tvoe Size ·-...- - -Description 
USER NO Text 50 -User Number 
PASSWORD Text 50 -Password 
50 -ACTUAL NAME Text User Actual Name 
STATUS Number(Single) 10 User Status 
( 1->Administor, 
·--
:~->User) 
EMAJL Text I 50 User Emnil Address 
Table 4.5 Personal Table 
6. Last Number Table 
This table stores the last number of the inventory records. Listed below in Table 4.6 are 
all attributes for this table. 
Field Names 
Running 
Datn l )'_pc 
Number (Int) - 10 .. ast Number in 
Size ] )- c-scr_!P-t1-on_f] 
---------·~--------------- _ nvcntory Table 
Tnblc 4 6 1.nst Number Tublc 
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7. Inventory Directory Table 
This table stores all the directory inventory records. Listed he low in Tnble 4. 7 are all 
attributes for this table. 
,.__ 
rfuld Names 
~ODE 
!Data Type Size Deseription 
Text 50 Item code 
J__l'EMNAME Text 50 Item name 
..Qgoup Text 50 Group 
Table 4.7 Inventory Directory Table 
8. Inventory Delete Table 
This table stores all th~! deleting the inventory records. Listed below in Table 4.8 are all 
attributes for this table. 
~;-;-:-------..-~-~----I'.:'-:---~--.-:::---~--:-------, ~ Names Data Type Size Descrip1lion 
----JQ_o Text 50 Item code ~ Text-- 50 ~---------~TAG Text 50 Sub TaJ?. ~TS Number (Double) _..._50 ___ _ ~AMA Text 50 Parts 
!ENAMA Text 50 ~UM Text 50 Purchase Order Num~ ~ATE Daterrimc 50 Purchas,e Order Date 
Name 
Brand 
~T Text 50 Department - -~ Text 50 Room Number ~EKAL Text 50 Vcnd_o_r·-------1 Ji9 SIR! Text -+-5-0 ____ _. Scr-ial- N-umbe-r 
§GA Number (Double) 10 Price 
r-!...._AR.AF Text 50 Status ~Al Text 50 ~JAN Text 50 ~Y DTE '"" oatcfrirnc 8 ~UNASAMA _ ,_Text - 50 ~flEA.soN _,__ -Text 50 
Di!! DELETED Datcfl'imc -- 8 ___ _.. 
Tnblc 4 7 Inventory Delete Table 
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9. Vendor Table 
This table stores all thie vendor records. Listed below in Tobie 4.9 nrc :nil nttributcs for 
this table . 
.....____ 
~Id Names --Data Type Size Description 
!QD Text 50 Vendor Number 
rl!_MBEKAL Text 50 Vendor 
~AMAT Memo 255 Address 
JlLEFON NO Text 50 Telephone: 
~ Text 50 Extension 
~x Text 50 Fax Number 
LMAIL Text 50 E-mail Ad.dress 
r-92_NT ACT PERSON Text 50 Contact Pc~rson Name 
~TELEFON NO Text 50 Contact Person Telephone RE~s Text 50 Remarks 
Table 4.9 Vendor Table 
4.6 User Interface Design 
All Visual Bnsic fonns in this application will always appear at the middle of the user's 
screen. This provides consistency in screen display. A user or an aldministrator can 
navigate through the application, or exit the application by using the command buttons or 
menu that is provided. 
A Tnenu interface provides user wi th an onscrcen list of avai lable selection. In responding 
to the menu user is limited to the option displayed. The user need not know the system 
nut docs need to know what the tusk should be accomplished. 
In the mom page the user me required lo choose whether to logon a~ an adm1111strator or a 
User in the tile module:. It' the user is 11 super l\dministrnlor, he/ she will! ullow to use the 
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system module, report module and the tool module. I lowevcr, if the user is n k ·turer. 
offices or other administrator, they just allow to use the tool module include calendar, 
Calculator and search function. 
This Graphic user interface for Main Page of Inventory Management System include file 
Dlodule, system module, report module and tool module. It also has a tc1olbar for easy to 
USe the function inside the modules. Every button of the tool bar also has each tool tip. 
~ ~ 
" 1''••·ntury M.1n.1eirmc 11I ~. y i lcrn 1 I SCI! 
Figure 4.14 Main page for Inventory Management System 
lhis graphic user interface show File module include login, logout and exit function. 
I •,1 II 
·'' '"' 
Figure 4.15 Gruphic user interface for file module 
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This graphic user interface show System module includes supplier tktnil .. im ~ntory detnil 
and order & Purchase detail. 
l ~LIT 
Figure 4.16 Graphic user interface for system module 
l'his graphic user interface shows Report module includes vendor rep.ort and Inventory 
report. For Inventory report has report base by selected room number, room number, tag 
and code of the inventory. For vendor report has report base by name and code of the 
Vendor. 
_,,,I(' 
Figure 4.17 Graphic user interface for report module 
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Thfa graphic user interface shows Tools module includes change pnsswoi:d and $Cnrch the 
item. 
ll~mllllJilill ...................................... ~.~l«dl.?!lx  
Pt ~ 84PGll 1oo11 tt.-i I 
~ ~ ~-~;= r= t.., lagoi; ~ Ver& [ .. 
FigltJre 4. 18 Graphic user interface for tools module 
This graphic user interface shows Help module include Using Inventory Management 
System (IMS). 
[ 
Fig;ure 4.19 Graphic user interface for help module 
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Chapter 5: SystE~m Implementation 
Implementation is the last step in developing a new computer. System implementation is 
a process that converts the system designs into progmm codes. 
S.l Development Tool 
Tools used for development include 
I. Operating Systc::m - Windows NT 4.0, Windows 98 
ii. Program coding - Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
iii. Report generation - Crystal Report 4.6 
IV. Database development - Microsoft Access 2000, Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
v. Graphic creation - Paint, Adobe Photoshop 5.0 
Vi. Help builder - Forcl lelp 5.0 
S.t.1 Operating System 
'table 5.1 states the operating systems used and their purposes. 
1)---c------------·----r-------------------------------------. ~ratin2 System Purpose 
Windows 95 or Windows 98 Initial development when using Microsofll Visual Basic 
~w 6.o 
in-:d:-o-w_s _N_T_4-.0--·---+-N- ecdcd-when implementing database wi1th Microsoft SQL -
____ _____ ....._S_crv_ er 7.0, testing the loca_I a_r_ea __ nc_·t_w_o_rk ___________ _. 
Table 5.1 Operati11g systems used atid their purpose 
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S.t.2 Program Coding Tool 
Table 5.2 state program-coding tools used and their purposes. 
J'ool Purpose 
Standard Module in Create Inventory npplicntion 
..Microsoft Visual Basic: 6.0 
Table 5.2 Program coding tools used and their purp'(Jses 
S,J.J Database Develo1pment Tool 
Table 5.3 states database development tools used and their purposes. 
loot Pur se 
Mi~cr-o-so_fi_A __ cce __ ss_9_7 __ ·~--_._B_u_i~ld_d_a_ta_b_as_e_s_tru __ c_tu-re--as_a __ r_o_to-----------------i 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 Database used for inventory management system for 
invento 's FSKTM 
Ms Query in Microson. SQL 
Server 7.0 
Execute SQL Statement 
Set the SQL Server running SQt Service Manager in 
Microsoft S L Server 7.0 
~9L Enterprise Manag~er in View and Edit tables created in the database, and crentc 
'vttcrosoft S L Server 7.0 'obs 
Table 5.3 Database developmem tools used and tltelr purp1oses 
5
·1.4 Report Creatio111 Tool 
l'able 5.4 states tools used to create report for Inventory application 
-
Pur osc 
rt 4.6 Create various re rt for Inventory application 
Table 5.4 Report creation tool used and Its purposes 
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s.t.~ Graphic Creatimn Tool 
Table 5.5 states tools used to create graphic for inventory monngcmcnt s. , tcm of 
Inventory. 
Tool Purpose 
Paint Create graphic and icon 
Adobe Photoshoo 5.0 Create graphic and icon 
Table 5.5 Grapliic creation tools used a11d their purposes 
S.1.6 Help Builder 
Table 5.6 states tools used to built help for Inventory application. 
Tool Purpose 
ForeHelp 5.0 Built Help for Inventory application 
Table .5.6 Graphic creation tools used and their purpos.es 
S.2 Platform Development 
The platform development wi ll include setting up the Windows NT and SQL server. 
S.2.l Setting Windows NT 4.0 
Before the system is being developed, it needs to run under Windows NT server. During 
the installation of Windows NT 4.0, the hard disk is formatted using NT File system 
fonnat to ensure a more stable and secured NT transaction across the platform. Several 
step are involved during the installation. 
,. first, install Windows NT 4.0. 
,. Then, instnll NT S•:!rvicc Pnck 3 
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J. After that, install the NT Option Pack 4 that include the Internet lnfonnntion 'crv~r 
4.0 and Microsoft Transaction Server. 
) Finally, install NT Service Pack 4 followed by NT Service Pnck 6. 
5.2.2 Setting SQL Server 
The SQL server is installed in another Compaq server. lt is separated! from the HS and 
Exchange Server. A1fter the Microsoft SQL server has been install1ed successfully, a 
database name INVENTORY is created. Then, we create the table according to the 
database design. This database will become the database storage for the system. The 
tables are created for keeping the data used in all modules of the Inventory Management 
System. 
Besides creating tabDe, we insert SQL server cursor in order to perfonn daily operation 
from the server. This operation includes sending email to a particular person when the 
person forget to login after l 2:00 p.m. The cursor is very powerful because the SQL 
command can be geinerated from the server. Further more, we config:ure the SQL server 
SO that it can perfom1 the database backup daily. 
We allocated the ha1rd disk space for the database to maximize the perfonnance of the 
SQL server and to ensure there is enough of space to store the record!. The file growth of 
lhedatabase is set t<J• 10% of the original dntobnse si~e. 
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In order to map the database to the web server, a system Data Source Nnmc lDSN) wns 
created. The system DSN named INVENTORY was registered through the ODBC in the 
Web server machine. The ODBC could map to the storage even it is. in the different 
rnachines. Likewise, the web server could open the database storage by just calling the 
system DSN. 
S.J Modules Implementation 
The Inventory Manage:ment System is divided into 2 main modules, wlhich are the user 
lllOdute and the administrator module. Each module is developed using Visual Basic. The 
following sections explain the details about the implementation of each module 
throughout the project. 
SJ.t User Module 
lbere is using the stand-alone system for the Inventory Management System. The stand-
alone system is developed using the visual basic. This stand-alone PC is connected to the 
0Dac data source (32-bit) in Control Panel. The system DSN named INVENTORY 
Was registered through the ODBC in this PC in order to map the database through ODBC 
32-bit. 
S.l.1.1 Stand-alone System 
'Ibis user module consists of several sub-modules, which ore tool module~ authenticate 
10&on module and report module The module is developed using the Visual Basic 6 0 
l'he entire module is implemented individuolly before there nrc integrated together. 
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SJ.t.2 Authenticate Logon 
This module is implemented to verify the login ID and pnssword entered by the u. er. 
SJ.t.J Tools Inventory 
This module is implemented to search the inventory record. It is using the List View 
control from the Visua l Basic to display the inventory list. Beside that, tools also include 
change password fonc1tion to let user and administrator to change its own password. In 
addition, it also includes help function for user and administrator. It is a user manual to 
teach user or administrator to use the inventory management system. 
S.J.t.4 Report Inventory 
lhis module is implemented to view and print the inventory record. It is using the Crystal 
Report to generate the report of the inventory. 
SJ.2 Administrator Modules 
'fhe administrator module also using the stand-alone system the stand-alone system is 
developed using the visual basic too. This stand-alone PC is connected to the ODBC data 
S0Urce (32-bit) in Control Panel. The system DSN named INVENTO~~y was registered 
through the ODBC in ~his PC in order to map the database server through ODBC 32-bit. 
t 
l'hc stand-alone system is built to let the administrator to configure the inventory, tool for 
SCarch, authent icate logon nnd gcncrute report . Visuul Busic can able to call the crystal 
rcPort to view. 
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Another disadvantage of the stand-alone system is that, it needs to b' ~nstnlkd tnto the 
client machine and it needs another extra license to nm the system. Further more. it 
requires another Crystal report license to perform the report printing. This will increase 
the cost needed to pcrfonn daily operation. 
SJ.J Integrate Modules 
User module and the administrator module are integrated to the inventory Management 
System. The module is developed together in order to reduce any duplicate function as 
Well as prevent any confused between the two systems. 
S.4 Coding Approach 
Inventory management system for Inventory was developed modularly, mainly by using 
the bottom-up approach. This approach develops functions and procedures before 
Proeeeding to the higher-level modules. 
Firstly, all table were s1lored in server database were developed. This was followed by the 
development of Inventory application. 
S.4.J Coding for Inventory Application 
I. Inventory appl ication was developed wi th the Stnndard.cxe module of Microsoft 
Visual Basic 6.0. Each unit was a Visual Basic Fonn, und has an extension of 
f'RM or Visual Basic module, and has an extension of bas. 
ii. All fom1s nnd modules were stored 111 a Visual Basic Project. 
iii. This project wns Inter comp1lcd to obtuin un EXE file. 
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iv. Package and Deployment Wizard was later used to create setup fiks so tlmt this 
application can be installed in client. 
5.4.2 Creating Graph iics for Inventory Management Systems 
Then, Paint and Adobe Photoshop 6.0 were used to create graphics and icon for the 
Inventory application. For example: main graphics in mdiMain.frm using Adobe 
Photoshop 6.0 to modi try from some picture and integrated its. 
S.4,3 Builder llclp for Inventory Mann~cmcnt Sy8tcm!'I 
'then, Forcl lelp 5.0 wn:s used to build help for the Inventory opplication. 
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Chapter 6: Systf~m Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
Testing 
System testing ensures that the system is doing and producing the perceived output. It is 
also a critical element ,of software quality assurance and represents the ulltimate review of 
Specifications, design and coding [33]. 
Testing is carried out t10 meet the following objectives: 
•To execute a program with the intent of finding an error. 
•To demonstrate that software functions appear to be working according to specification 
and that performance: requirements appear to have been meet. 
Testing is not the first place where fault finding occurs~ but testing is focused on finding 
faults, and there arc two ways to make the testing efforts more efficient and effective. 
6
.2 Defect Testing 
There are two approaclhes to defect testing in MlS: 
l. Functional or black box testing where the tests are derived from the program 
specification. 
2
· Structural or white-box testing where the tests are derived from kno1wledge of the 
Program's structure: and implementation. 
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6.2.1 White-Box Testing 
White box testing involves the structure of the code direct\y [341. This t~st ins wns carried 
out at the early stages of the testing process to ensure thnt the intcmn\ operations of the 
system perform according to specification. 
White-box testing ensured that 
t. All independent paths within a module have been exercised at least once. 
n. All logical decisions are executed on both their true and false sides. 
iii. All loops are executed at their boundaries, and within their operational bounds 
tv. All internal data structures are exercised to ensure their validity. 
System 
lnputs causing 
Anomalous 
~hAvior 
Outputs which reveal 
The presence of 
cicfer.t" 
t•igurc 6. l: Black-box testing 
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6.1.2 Black Box Testing 
Black box testing assumes that the logic structure of the code is unknown. lt is n .. black 
box'~. This is the point at which the function of a module is tested (34]. This testing was 
used during the later stages of the testing piroccss. 
Black box testing is not an alternative to white box testing. It is n complementary 
approach that can uncover a different class of errors from those uncovered by using white 
boX t esting. 
stack box testing has found 
1 . Missing, or incorrect functions 
j i. Interface errors 
iii. Errors in data structures, or extiernat database access 
i v. Perfonnance errors 
~. Initialization and tennination errors 
Test data =:J 
t 
Tests Derives 
Compon•:J 
.1 Te!tt outputs code 
Figure 6.2 iwhitc-box tc3tin~ 
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6.3 Testing Strategies 
Testing conducted include unit testing, module testing, sub-system testing, nnd system 
testing. Refer to Figure 6.1 for the testing pmcess. 
Unit Testing 
Module Testing 
Sub-5y5ten11 Testin~ 
System T~ting 
Figure 6.3 Testing process 
Bottom-up testing strategy was used where llesting starts wi th the f undumentul 
components, and Inter works up the hierarchy of modules until the final module is tested 
[34]. Before perfonning any of the testing, test data have to be loaded into the database. 
6.3.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing tests individunl components, to ensure that they operate correctly. These 
components include functions und subroutines. Ench component is tested independently, 
without other system components {34 1. 
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In the development of inventory management system for FSKTM, unit tci•ting m1s done 
after the development of each of the component and not at the end of development of the 
Whole system. There were too many unit test cases involved. Therefore. cmly three "~l\ 
be shown as example. 
t. Unit test case example I 
The Vendor module in Inventory application provides the abi lity to insert, edit and 
deleted vendor infonna1tion. Unit testing was carried out on each function once it was 
COrnpleted. If it was tested to be functioning correctly, development of the next function 
Was carried out. Else, debugging was carried out to identify the error before having it 
tested again. Below Table 6.1 shows the test case for unit testing on the function of 
adding a new vendor record into the database. 
I"'---_ 
h ·--Test Procedure Ex11ccted Output Test Re:sult Analyzing 
I Select V cndor -> Add The New Vendor form is The New Vendor form 
button displayed is displayed at the center 
r-__ of the sc:reen. 
2 Fill in the New Vendor The record is inserted Record is inserted 
form. Click the Update permanently. successfully. 
button 
Objecti ve of inserting a 
new vemdor record is 
achieved. 
-- --Table 6. 1 Test case for Addrng New Vendor Record 
6
.J.2 Module Testing 
A. rnodule is a collection of dependent components. A module cncapsulntcs these related 
cornponcnts. Module testing enables cuch module to be tested independently without 
Other system modules 1341. 
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1. Module test case example 1 
After the New Records module for Inventory application wns completed!, module testing 
was carried out to ensure all the tahles could be new as expected. Below Table 6.2 shows 
the test case for New Records module. 
No Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analvzine: 
] Select Vendor ·-> Add The New Vendor form is The Ne:w Vendor form 
button. displayed. is displayed at the center 
of the s:creen. 
2 Fill in the New Vendor The record is inserted Record! is inserted 
form. Click the Update permanently. successfully. 
button. 
3 Positioning the cursor at The record is edited Record is edited 
the position of the record permanently. successfully. 
that just added. Click the 
Edit button. 
Edit certain coll urnn of 
the record. Click the 
Update button._ 
- ---- -4 Delete the record just The record is deleted Record is deleted 
added by positioning the perrnanen t ly. successfully. 
cursor at the record 
position. Click the Delete Objective of integrating 
button. all the functions of 
Vendor module is 
achieved. 
Table 6.2 Test case for Vendor Module 
6J.J Sub-System Te:5ting 
Sub.system testing involves testing a collection of modules thut are intc~gmted into sulr 
systems. The most common problem is sub.system interface mismatch1t:s. Therefore, this 
lest should concentrate on the detection of interface errors 134 ). 
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1. Sub-system test case example t 
For Inventory application, all modules were tested together by using sample.! dnta to 
ensure all the modules can be integrated properly. Below Table 6.3 shows pnrtial of the 
test case for sub-system of Inventory application. It shows the some ,of integration testing 
between inventory modules nnd inventory directory modules. 
No Test Proce.dure Exoected Outnut Tes.t Result Analvzine: 
t Select Inventory-> The entire text box in The: entire text box in 
Inventory menu Inventory form is displayed Jnv1entory form is 
showing the list of all the displayed showing the 
inventory records and a list of all the inventory 
data grid is displayed reccJrds and a data grid is 
showing the list of all the displayed showing the 
inventory parts records. list of all the inventory 
parrts records. 
-
2 Clicked the combo box Inventory code, name and Inv1entory code, name 
of Inventory code. group is displayed in the and! group is displayed 
list. in the list. 
-3 Choose the list of the Inventory code and name is Inventory code and 
combo box with the displayed in the inventory name is displayed in the 
double click at the record text box. inventory text box. 
position. 
4 Add the record inventory The record inventory and The record inventory 
just click the Update inventory parts is adding and inventory parts is 
button and add the record permanently. adding successfully. 
inventory parts just 
added by positioning the 
cursor at the~ record 
position. Click the entry 
kev. 
5 Click the R1efresh button. The New record inventory The New record 
is adding permanently. inventory is adding 
suc;cessf ully. 
Ob~cctivc of integrating 
the: Inventory module 
and Inventory Directory 
module is achieved. 
-
-
...__ 
-
'l'ahlc 6. 3 l'artwl 'l t'.\I case for S11b-.,y.,·1t•m of /11 v(.'11tory oppltcatum 
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6.3.4 System Testing 
The sub-systems are ii ntegratcd to ohtain the entire system. System testing is concemed 
with finding errors, which result from unanticipated interactions hctwccen sub-systems 
and system componeints. It is also concerned with ensuring that the system meets its 
functional and non-functional requirements [34]. Once the entire system is validated, it 
must also be combined with other system elements such as hardware, end-user and 
databases. System testing verifies that clements are functioning properly, and the overall 
system perfonnance and objectives are achieved, which in this case, inventory 
management system for Inventory must achieve reliability, robustness, accuracy, 
flexibility and modularity. 
System testing was carried out Usability Test. This test is an attempt to1 find human-
factor, or usabil ity, prnblems. The following is a list illustrating the kinds of 
considerations f35] that have been tested and the test result analyzing with the help from 
the five non-compute:r base testers and five computer base tester. 
No 
2 
3 
-
Consideration 
I las each user interface been tai lored to 
the intelligence, education background 
and environmental pressures of the end 
user? 
Arc the outputs of the program 
meuningful , no abusive, devoid of 
_ "computer gibberish" nnd son on'? _ 
Docs the totol set of user intcrfoccs 
exhibit considerable "conceptunl 
integrity, un u1~dcrlying con:ustency nnd 
11 7 
Test Result Analyzini 
·- --100% of the non-computer base testers 
do not facing any problem in using the 
systt:m. 
Could be concluded that the system is 
not only tnilored to tlhe intell igence end 
user. 
l 00% of the testers E1greed that all the 
outputs of the progmm arc meaningful 
und _proper lobclcd. 
88% of the testers th ink the user 
interface of the systc:m arc consistent 
whilo 12% of the tcs,tcrs think the 
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uniformity of syntax, conventions, interface less nttmctivc. 
semantics, fonnat, styles, and 
abbreviations? Could be concluded t'hnt tl1e tc. tt'I'$ are 
sutislicd with the con:sistcncy of the 
user interface except for d1e interface 
more professional bu1! less attractive. 
4 Is the program easy to use? For instance, I 00% of the testers agreed that the 
does entering a command into a time- system is easy to use. 
sharing system require repeated shifts 
between upper- and lower-case Could be concluded that the system is 
characters? easv to use. 
Table 6 . ./ Usability testmg 
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Chapter 7 System Evaluation and Conclusion 
System evaluation is a process of evaluating the system developed, by identi ( ing the 
system strenbrth, systiem limitat ions. and future enhancements. 1t nlso highlights the 
knowledge gained, and problems encountered during the devt!lopment of the system and 
solutions taken to overcome these problems. 
7 .1 System Strength 
7.1.1 Update and dE:lete cascading 
These inventory management system enables delete and update cascading. When user 
updating and deleting certain record, integrity constraints wlll be enforced automatically 
by table triggers that free user from the need to understand the architecture of the server 
database. 
7.1.2 Limited access to authorized users 
Jn Inventory application, a user only has access to modules that are required to perform 
his or her duties. For instance, only the manager of super administrator will has access to 
all modules in Inventory application, whi le the user will not has access to system module 
and change the infonnation of inventory. 
7.1.3 Graphical us•er interface (GUI) 
Inventory npplicnticm is developed on the principal that it is easy to use. By using 
Microsof\ Visual Bnsic 6.0, Inventory upplicntion is ublc to provide E1 fully interactive 
and user-friendly fonturc for the user. 
11 9 
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7.1.4 Authorization and authentication 
Every user has a user TD and password. Inventory application only nllows nuthorized 
users to access the sy:stem. Furthermore, it has the capability of pre enting unauthorized 
users from accessing the applications. An invalid login message will be prompted if a 
user tries to use the system without logging in or logging in wrongly. It ensures users 
login before entering the system. 
7.1.5 loformative mt:ssage 
Inventory application provides error messages when a user attempts to ]perform illegal 
actions. Besides, Inventory application also provides messages after a certain task has 
been completed. These messages allow the users to understand what is going on, and 
keep users informed of what has been done. 
7. 1.6 Consistency 
The screen design ma.intains its consistency throughout the system. Thus, users face less 
difficulty in seeking for a particular option that they require. 
7.1.7 System transpa1rency 
System transparency 1refers to the condition where the users do not need to know where 
the database resides, the system structure, the database management system, (DBMS) or 
anything related to th1e system built. 
7.1.8 calabllity 
f lard wan: und nppliattions could be easily nddcd to the existing system without influence 
the existing upplicnticms. This is becnuse the system is not hurdworc dc:pcndency. 
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7.1.9 Help 
The help is useful to provide guidelines for the user to use the system cfft.'Ctively. The 
help will be displayed as soon as the user clicks on the Using lM menu in the help 
module. This reduce:s the time for searching it through the user manun~ in the book. 
7.2 System Limitations 
The system has some~ limitations due to the time constraints and other factors 
7.2.1 Database not 1encrypted 
Inventory information stored in server database is not secured enough because it is stored 
in a plain text format rather than in encrypted format. 
7.2.2 Graphical usc:r interface (GUI) 
Inventory application is developed on the principal that it is standard form to use. 
However, by using Microsofi Visual Basic 6.0, Inventory application is not able to 
provide a fully attraictive interface for the user. 
7 .3 Future Enh:ancements 
Due to time constraint , only the main modules of the inventory management system for 
Inventory are built, there are still rooms for future enhancement on the system. Below 
show some of the foatures that could be added into the current systcrn. 
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7.3.1 Provide additiional reports 
In real world, variouis reports arc needed for the inventory manngcmcmt syst~m. urrent 
Inventory applications only provide some of the mnin needed reports. There should be 
additional function that enable user to customi1.e the fields in cennin report. 
7.3.2 Provide ability to make the purchHe order to vendor 
Current Inventory application only have vendor information, it will be: easier for 
administrator if the !Inventory application will be able to generate purchase order. 
7.3.3 More adminis1trative task 
Administrator task could be further enhanced to include more feature:s to ease 
maintenance process. Among the features may be included are report generation, multiple 
user grouping according to access right, and database backup. 
7.3.4 Support Mori~ Email Services 
To benefit all the us:ers and administrators, an email service can be initegrated in to the 
system to response 11nd confinn order via an automatic email reply. 
7 .4 Problem Em~ountered 
During the entire development of the Inventory Management System, many and various 
problem was encountered. Some of them could be overcome thmugh certain solution 
while some of them were not. The problem that encountered can be divided into different 
type. The following ure some of the problem tlmt uriscs during the d~:vclopment process 
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7.4.1 Set Up and Conlfiguration 
The set up of the server arc critical for the operation of the npplic;ntion developed . 
.However, the setup piroccss take a long time because luck of experience. Besides, the 
repeated fai lure of the: server required re-installation or the server as n remedy and this 
consumed time and effort. 
We are also encountened problem during the exportation of database from Access to SQL 
server and SQL server to SQL server. After the exportation, some of the: data structure of 
the database is changed and we need to design the database again. 
The installation of the Windows NT Server 4.0 is troublesome. This is because we need 
to restart the server each time we upgrade the Service Pack and configured the network 
setting. 
7.4.2 Requirement C hanges from the User 
It is very difficult to dlevelop and implement the system when the reqiuirement changes 
very frequently. Sometimes it is easy to change the requirement, however, the coding 
need to be changed a lot in order to follow the new requirement. 
7.5 Knowledge Gained 
Knowledge gained throughout the development of inventory management system for 
FCSIT is undoubtedly 1valuable. 
Knowledge was gained on the client-server development environment, tlhe database 
system, programming ~and concepts, as well a LAN confi guring. 
There wus on exposure to soHwnrc tools thut include Microsoft Visual (]lusic 6.0. 
Microsoft SQL Server 7.0, Microsoft Access 2000 und Crystul Report 4.6 thut proves to 
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be beneficial. Programming in Visual Basic proves to be a vnlunblc cxpcnicncc. Visuut 
Basic technology tumedl out to be a suitable technology to develop clicnt-~\erver S). tem. 
It is undeniable that programming skills and techniques nrc important in developing the 
system. However, good sol1ware engineering techniques must also be applied in software 
development. Here, theories and knowledge gained throughout the course of computer 
science studies like syst,em analysis, design and software engineering wen~ li terally put 
into practice. 
There is also better understanding and grasp of inventory management coincepts and 
inventory management 1;;ycles. 
There is also improvement in ski lls of finding infonnation and classifyinB: facts, besides 
enriching experience in problem solving, and acquiring the ability to worlk independently. 
Better documentation and report writing skills were also obtained. There is also 
11llprovement in time m1anagement skills. 
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7.6Conclusion 
Inventory Management System for Inventory has been completed succcssfolly. with 
some strengths as well as limitations as mentioned. Inventory manngemem sy. tern ha 
achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements, as stated in the proposnl and 
system analysis. 
1-Iowever, there are still rooms for improvement in the inventory management system for 
FCSIT. Enhancements irnclude the introduction of additional features in the Inventory 
application for future ve.rsions. 
Finally, this project has achieved its objective in giving the undergraduates an 
opportunity to undergo different challenges in different phases of the syst1:!m 
development, that include research, system planning, system analysis, system design, 
system implementation, and system testing. 
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Introduction 
The inventory management system for rcsrr is a system that helps user to mnnnge 
inventory easily. 
This system has a major application, namely Inventory Application. This is an 
application program will be installed in client side. 
About This Manual 
This manual is organized into 4 main sections, namely 
i. How to Use t:be Inventory Management System for FCSIT 
This section gives am overview of what should be done from the very first step. 
ii. Setting Up database 
This section contains instruction to be fo llowed to create a database at server. 
iii. System insta llation 
This section contains instruction to be followed in install ing the inventory 
management system for f-CSIT. 
iv. Using lnvemtory Application 
This section explains how a user uses the Inventory application. Tasks involved 
include handling of ii nventory informut ion, vendor infonnotion, reports, user 
infonnation and chn1ngc or user password. 
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Part 1 How to Use t1he Inventory Management System 
The administrator should 
I. Setting up database 
2. Install Inventory .application 
3. Configure the DSN for server database 
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Part 2 Setting Up dlatabasc 
Inventory management system for fo'CSIT is a server/client system. A . Cl'\ er dntnbn. t! 
should be created at server before the application progrnm could be cxc uted 
2.t Create Database 
Before the system could be used, a database named lNVENTOR Y should! be created at 
NT server using Micros.oft SQL Server 7.0. Follow steps below to create 1the 
l'NVENTOR Y database:. 
1. Click on Start Programs - Microsofl SQL Server 7.0 - Enterpris:e Manager. 
2. Select the SQL Server Group and right click on the database 
3. Click on the new database 
4. Type in INVENTORY as the name of the database and click on OK button. 
2.2 Create Tables 
After you have created the INVENTORY database, you have to create talbles below in 
Order to use the system. 
1. Inventory Table 
lhis table stores all the inventory records. 
1----------------t------------t Description Item Code 
Tu~ 
Parts 
Name 
Brand 
l'urchusc Order Number 
Purchase Order Date --
-Dcpurtmc:rit 
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BILIK Text 50 Room Numbc!r 
PEMBEKAL Text 50 Vendor 
NO SJRI Text 50 Serini Number 
HAR GA Number (Double) 10 Price 
-TARAF Text 50 Stntus ,__ 
BIAYAI Text 50 Finance 
CATITAN Text 50 Records 
ENTRY DTE Daterfime 8 Entrv Dat1:! 
GUN ASAMA Text 50 Sharing 
2. Inventory Parlts Table 
This table stores all the: parts or inventory records. 
Field Names Data Type Size Des:cription 
KOO Text 50 Itenn Code 
-TAG Text 50 Ta gt_ 
SUBTAG Text 50 Sub1 Tag 
NAMA Text 50 Name 
JEN AMA Text 50 Orand 
--
-DEPT Text 50 Department 
BlLlK Text 50 -Room Number 
NO SIRI Text 50 Serial Number 
TARAF Text 50 Start us -
CATITAN Text 50 Records 
ENTRY DTE Datcr r ime 8 Entry Date 
3. Inventory Department Table 
This table stores all the: department of the inventory records. 
Field Names ·--Data Type Size Description 
~DEPTCODE Text 50 
.... De~rtment Code 
JACULTY 
,..__ 
Text 50 Faculty 
,_ 
-DEPTNAME Text 50 Dc~1rtmcnt Name 
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4. Sharing Table~ 
This table stores all sharing of the inventory records. 
Field Names Data Type ___ Size Description 
TAG Text 50 Tng 
PERSON I Text 50 Person I 
_PERSON2 Text 50 Person 2 
lMINTAlN Text 50 Maimtain 
_CHARGE Text 50 Cha1rge 
..REMARKS Text 50 Remarks 
S. Personal Table 
This table stores all the personal records. 
~ 
Jield Names Data Tvoc Size Description 
]SER NO --·-Text 50 Use1r Number 
JASS WORD -·-Text 50 Pass: word 
~ACTUAL NAME Text 50 Use1r Actual Name 
STATUS 
I"---
Number (Single) 10 Usc1r Status 
( 1-> Administrator, 
..... 2 ->User} 
-
.]MAIL Text 50 User Email Address 
-
6. Inventory Directory Table 
This table stores all the directory inventory records. 
,..__ 
-lield Names Data T.}'.pc Size OcscriEtion 
J.TEMCODE Text 50 Item code 
JJEMNAME Text 50 Item name 
.QROUP Text 50 ..Q!~~ 
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7. Inventory Dele1tc Table 
This table stores all the deleting the inventory records. 
-
Field Names 
_Data Type Size 
Koo Text 50 
]AG -Text 50 
SUBTAG Text 50 
J>ARTS Number (Double) 10 
~NAMA -· Text 50 
.._JENA MA Text 50 
PO NUM Text 50 
PO DATE Daterrime 8 
.]EPT Text 50 
.]IlJK Text 50 
~PEMBEKAL Text 50 
~O SIRI Text 50 
JIARGA Number (Double) 10 
JARAF Text 50 
~BlAYAI Text 50 
SATITAN Text 50 
JNTRY DTE Datcrrime 8 
]UNASAMA Text 50 
'--REASON Text 50 
... __DTE DELETED Dateffimc 8 
8. Vendor Tobie 
This table stores all the vendor records. 
Field Names Data T Size 
Koo Text 50 
PEMBEKAL Text 50 
AlAMAT Memo 255 
TELEFON NO Text 50 
EXT Text 50 
FAX Text 50 
EMAIL --Text 50 
CONT ACT PERSON Text 50 
CP TELEFON _ NO Text 50 
-REMARKS Text 50 
6 
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--Dcscri_e!_uon 
hem codt.: 
Tng 
Sub Tag 
Parts 
Name 
Brand 
Purchase: Order Number 
Purchase: Order Date 
Department 
Room Number 
Vendor 
Serial N1umber 
Price 
-Status 
Finance 
Records 
Entry Dute 
Sharing 
Reason 
-Date Deleted 
-
-1n Descriptio 
Vendor N 
Vendor 
Address 
Tele hon< 
Extension 
rax Numt 
E-mail I\( 
-lllmber 
. 
; 
>Cr 
!dress 
-Contact P 1erson Name 
1crson Tc~hon~ Contact P 
l~cmurks 
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9. Last Number Table 
This table stores running records only. 
Fields Name Data Tvoe Size Dcsc1ription 
Running Number (Int) 10 Keep the last 
number of the 
inventory table 
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Part 3 System lnst211llation 
There is a application to install und set, inventory application. This npplicntion should be 
installed in the client side. Please check the hnrdwnre and sofiwnre requirements in 
section 3.1 and section 3.2 before installing the system. 
3.t 
I. 
11 . 
111. 
lV. 
v. 
VI. 
Hardware and Software Requirements for Server 
At least 32 MB RAM 
At least Pentium 166 MHz processor 
At least 100 MB free hard disk space 
And other standard peripherals, that include keyboard, mouse, and monitor 
Running on Window NT Server 4.0 
Microsofi SQL Server 7.0 
3.2 Hardware and :Software Requirements for Clients 
1. At least 32 MB RAM 
11 . At least Pentium I 66 Ml lz processor 
111. At least 20 MB free hard disk space 
1v. And other standard peripherals, that include keyboard, mouse, nnd monitor 
v. Crystal Report 4.6 and above 
3.3 Installing lnvcnitory A1,plication 
I. Run instnll ctup.cxc in the CD-ROM in folder Inventory 
2. Follow the instructions given. 
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3.4 Configuration <J•f DSN for Server Database 
Before Inventory application can be functioned properly, DSN for server dntnbn~c should 
be configured. Note tha1t the SQL Service must be set running before the configuration. 
Do this by going to the SQL Service Manager, and double click on Start/Continue. 
1. Click on Start - Setting - Control Panel. 
2. Click on the icon of ODBC Data Sources (32 bit) from the screen. 
3. Select the tad of System DSN. 
4. Click on the Add button. A driver selection list wil l be displayed. 
5. Select SQL Server firom the list 
6. Enter the DSN as INVENTORY 
7. Select the server where the server database located and click on the next button. 
8. Select the option of~'With SQL Server authentication using login ID atnd password 
entered by the user" .. 
9. Fi lled up the login ID as "sa" click on the next button. 
10. Change the default database to INVENTORY database and click on tine next button. 
11. Without change any of the default and click on the fini sh button. 
12. Click on the "Test Data Source" button to test whether it is successful! to connect to 
the server database. 
13. If the connection is successful click on the OK button, else reconfigure from the 
step I . 
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3.5 Configuration of DSN for Local Database 
Before Inventory application can be functioned properly, DSN for locnl du.tnhnse should 
be configured. 
1. Click on Start - setting - Control Panel. 
2. Click on the icon of ODBC Data Sources (32 bit) from the screen. 
3. Select the tad of User DSN. 
4. Click on the Addl button. A driver selection list wi ll be displayed. 
5. Select SQL Servcer from the list 
6. Enter the DSN as INVENTORY 
7. Click on the select button to select the INVENTORY database. (It will be located 
at the path that yiou have selected to install the inventory applicaticm) and then 
click on the OK button. 
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Part 4 Using lnve~ntory Application 
Note that the SQL Service must be set running before the ndministrntor nnd users can 
access the database. Do ·this by going to the SQL Service Manager, nnd double click on 
Start/Continue. 
4.1 Begin 
1. Click on Start - Inventory - Inventory to start this application 
2. Login department fonn to certain faculty of the University Malaya is displayed. 
3. The Login department form set with Faculty Computer Science and Infonnation 
Technology with the code department which is "W,,. 
4. Click OK to login to Inventory of the FCSIT or other code department "W" to 
exit this application. (Due to this application just only for Inventory in the FCSJT) 
Department Loqrn 
Faculty 1Computer Science & 
Infor1nation Technology 
in 
Uniiversity of Malaya 
Kod J abatan : jw 
l l 
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4.2 Main Menu 
l. After login department successfully, a main menu with the login s;crccn i~ 
displayed. 
2. Login to continue or Click on Exit to exit this application. 
3. If the Login stat us is Super administrator, all the modules in the main menu will 
be used. If the Login status is User, just have only report~ tools and help module 
will be used for User. Choose the module that needed by clicking using the mouse 
or using keyboard by pressing together the Alt button and the alphabet that have 
been underlined!. 
4. Certain function can be accessed through the toolbar. 
1•.1.1 1 
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4.3 How to Create New Inventory 
1. From the main menu, select System module to choose the Inventory. The 
Inventory fonn will be displayed. 
ii 
. !17lxl 
ll11'111111f 
ENTRV_OTE 
INVENT ORV 
l\00: IB4n 91. lln\ 
TAG· f\ti.mnn 
PARTS· "'"13----·-------
IWCA: tSUN\llORKSTATtOi1 SPARC CLASSIC 
JE~ lsuN 
.---------------------l jVOTE E 
PO_O.TE 
O(PT. -i;;;--------·-------------1 
Bil~: tse 
2. Click the add bl.llt1on, the New fonn of the Inventory will be displayed to let the 
administrator to fi ll in the inventory detail. At the same time, inve:ntory fonn also 
provide administrator to fill in the inventory parts detail. The administrator just 
need to press the enter key on the keyboard, the new row of the dnta grid will be 
displayed. 
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3. After fill in the iinventory detail , click the update button to updntc in the dntnbnsc 
or cancel button to cancel the add function. At the snmc time, nllcr till in the 
inventory parts detail just click other space of the dnta grid the in cntory parts 
will automatic update to the inventory parts database 
f '>l .fl 
) ' ltlVI Hl fl'( 
ENlR"( DlE fOi'i0.-11999 
INVENTORY 
KOO: iJ PEMIEi:AL: 11 
TAG l\li-roi131 
t~o ~~~·~~~~~~-
NO_SIRI· 
HAAGA 
T/llW 
8"'YAI 
C'ATITAH 
GUMlSAMA: N 
[i]~ 
4.4 How to Edit or Delete Inventory 
1. From the Inventory fonn, cl ick the edit button, you can modify the inventory 
infonnation and click on the update button to confinnntion the modification or 
click on the Cnrnccl button to undo the modificution. For edit the i nvcntory parts, 
you just need to clumsc its informution nnd click to the other spucc of the du tu 
grid. It is uuto cdlit its informntion. 
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2. If you click on the Delete button, the record will immcdiotcly dcktcd from the 
database. For delete the inventory parts, you just need to highli ght~• nll to row in 
the data grid and! press the delete key on the keyboard it will nutomntic delete the 
information from the inventory parts database. 
) • ltlVI N I llY 
EN1RV.DTE l ll2/11ll1S 
~ INVENTORY KOO; IB-471 .91.lln\ TAG· 1\11-<Xmll PARTS: ,..,3------------i 0 iii PEM8E.:Al: IKSM !I NO_SIRI lll6Mu2• HAAGA: tueoo 
IMMA: lsuN\llORKSTATION SPAACOASSIC 
JENAMA: lsuN 
t TINS 1 
lllAVAI film E 
POJ41M· .----=---•-----=---- CATIT_.,.. 
G\.IN4!iAMl: N 
[!]~ 
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4.5 Bow to Create N1ew Vendor 
1. Form the main mc:nu, Select the System module ond choose the vendor. 
)( 
Hilmli 
& MM mATIMJlilPBmBW. 
KOO . 1Viiiiil1 
MAMA· f Ong Poll Ung 1 
e 0MN0 PERLU DIUIUNOI 
MAMA lMrOno 
~~~ 
TEWOH . 1012 6651361 
-~~· 
L-• • -11:~111 
2. Click the add button on the vendor form and enter the vendor's code in the first 
field. This is the ianly required field on the vendor information scr~:cn . 
3. Tab through the !fields and enter in the information that is appropriate for each 
field. 
4. Click on the othc:r tabs on this screen to enter notes. 
S. When all of the information is entered, click the update button to save the vendor. 
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4.6 How to Edit or Delete Vendor 
l. From the Vendor form, find the records that need to be edited or deleted and click 
on the Edit or Delete button. 
2. To find the records, you can either click the fi rst, previous, next or last button. 
3. If you click the Edit button, you can modify the vendor informatio111 and cl ick on 
the Update buttoni to confirmQtion the modification or click on the Cancel button 
to undo the modification. 
4. If you click on th<: Delete button, the record will immediately deleted from the 
database. 
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Ill r.1 
~MA~TtlUIPOllEKAI. 
'nW J'.00 . -JViXiiiii------. 
MAMA · lono Poh i.r.o 
· lo:J.759813 00; 
[MAIL l~com 
4.7 How to Create New Parts of Inventory, department of Inventory, directory 
of the Inventory, personal and delete oflnventory. 
(Refer to the 4.5)i 
4.8 How to Edit or Delete Parts of Inventory, department of lnventtory, directory 
of the Inventory, personal and delete oflnventory. 
(Refer to the 4.6) 
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4.9 How to use Send Mail in Personal form 
1. From the personal form, just click the Send Mail button and automntic cnll out 
outlook application (Office 2000). Jn the inventory application, it n1ceds to install 
Office 2000 with the outlook application. 
;u1 x 
PERSONAL 
'nfle USER_NAME: jBAHAR 
----------------1 PASSWORD: 1· 
ACTIJA&...NAME ~j s~--R-IOI---=-==--==~ 
.L) STATUS: II 
l!7 EMAIL: ~,bltw@l---~-~--eci.t--~------- 1 
2. Purpose of send mail button is let the super administrator to send imail to the users 
who is wanted to confirm the user ID and password or who is forgot the 
password. 
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~ [onhdcnhal Password · cuagc (Rich Text) '. ... , :·~ . tel~ 
4.to How to Use the Search 
l. From the main menu, Select the tool and choose the search f uncti cin. 
2. First click the combo box to choose the table of the database and tlhen positioning 
the cursor at the table name you need to be double click. All the fi iclds of the table 
wi ll be displayed in the field combo box. 
3. Positioning the cursor at the field you need and double click. 
4. Fi ll in the contaiining text you want to find or search, click the Find Now button 
for finding the information to display in the list view or click the Close button to 
exit the searchin1g function. 
s. Beside that, each of the fom1 in the System module ulso hns cnch !>cnrching 
function to help !the super udministrntor to lind the infonnution rcllatcd. 
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Semch---
Te.ble : [jN\fENTRY 
,_JI 
Fields : INAMA 
Containing text : ~~ 
9403. 30.001A 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403. 30.001A 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
940330001A 
940330001A 
940330001A 
9403 30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
9403.30.00lA 
T 
W..001374 
W-003423 
W-003534 
W-003535 
W-0035~ 
W-003537 
W-003538 
W-003539 
W ..Q03540 
W-003587 
\11..0QEE 
W..OQ3662 
\II~ 
W .OOJ66.4 
W-003665 
W-003666 
W-003667 
I . ........ - ......... 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
A 
4.11 How to Change 1password 
I Nama I Jenema 
MEJA BULAT 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA LAI N-l.A... NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA LAI N-l.A.. NA 
MEJA LAIN-LA... NA 
MEJA LAIN-LA.. NA 
MEJAKERANI NA 
MEJA KERANI NA 
MEJA PEND EK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PENDEK NA 
MEJA PEND EK NA 
Appe11dk-User Ma1111n/ 
I PO N1.111 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
)( 
l. From the main menu, Select the tool and choose the change passwmd function. 
2, Fill in the entire text ~ click the OK button for change the password . 
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Old Paaeward : 
New PaelWOrd : 
V•rify : 
OK ew.1 I 
4.12 How to use the Ueport Module 
l. From the main menu, select Report module to choose the report foom vendor or 
inventory. Vendotr report has base by name and code of the vendor and Inventory 
report base by selected room number, room number, tag and code. Just click the 
report you want the report will be displayed. 
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2. When you selected inventory report by the selected room number, the input box 
will displayed. Just fill in the room number you want, click ok buttion to display 
the report of the report base by the room number you wanted or cliick cancel 
button will cance'I the report. 
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R.oom Number 1 S8 
BIL L\.(f ~ l'.AIUmll 
I ) W.ooxxJl WUl .JOOA 
W.ooxxJI o:i 84'11.9l.!XXlA 
W-OOml OJ U719l.(O)C 
W-<XXXX>l 01 8471.!ll.!XXlB 
w.mxm 01 8471.9l .!XXlB 
w.mxm OJ 8471.91 rox; 
w.mxm o:i 841 I .9l.!XXIA 
w.o:mn OJ 8471.!ll.(O)C 
w.o:mn o:i 8471.!ll .!XXIA 
Appe11dk-User Mn11ual 
FACUL1V COMPUTF.R RCIDfCt:AN'D INFORMATION m ' l1NOLOC\' 
rt1:MS DY ROOM NUMllDl 
H4MA li2-ml L\Ml BAl.t 
m!AMA BL\Xt 
SUH WORXST A TIOH SPARC CL\SSIC Xl6M1'14 14SOOI 
SUM VOTE 
lABIHAMI: 
COMPUTER KEYBOARD 92$CX916.S1 4 
SUN 
COMPUTER MOUSE MSCEQO.SX>19 4 
SUM 
COMPUTER MONITOR 93081!WC893 4 
SUH 
UIIHW 
COMPUTER MONITOR 4 
SUN 
COMPUTER MOUSE 
SUN 
COMPUTER KEYBOARD 9VJ101Ui6 4 
SUN 
fABIHAm 
COMPUTER MOUSE 4 
SUN 
COMPUTER KEYBOARD 
ltJ 1d19 fif!TjlhJ@lill•f Eil@!;) 2fi9d28&B Ta14BI 1C. 
3. Click the printer button for printing report. You must adding printer in your PC before 
Print the report. 
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